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step from time a leg lifts off ground to time same
leg lifts off ground again (modified from
Simpson and Weiner 1989)
aB linear acceleration of body (Section 3.1)
saF linear acceleration of foot during swing j
(Sections 3.1 & 3.4)
dB,j body position at the end of each half step j
relative to global coordinate system
dk total distance body travels in stage k of the
trip
ds/3 distance body travels in a step
dSF; dsF,i distance foot travels in one step; distance
traveled during swing j
BdsF,j foot position at the end of thejth
duB
duB )max
(duB)u
relative to body coordinate system
distance body travels while foot is touching
ground (also equals distance foot moves
relative to body while foot is touching
ground in steady state; leg stroke)
maximum leg stroke known from workspace of
leg
upper limit of leg stroke given by kinematic
constraint (Section 3.4)dik maximum distance foot falls behind body due
to kinematic constraint (Section 3.2)
F dimensionless number equalling the ratio
betweenVFand maximumVF(Section 3.1)
Fr Froude number (Section 3.2)
G dimensionless number equalling the reciprocal
of a useage factor of workspace of leg
(Section 3.2)
hB body height from ground (Section 3.1)
hF(s); hF,j(s)trajectory of foot in one step; trajectory
during swing j(s is arc length)
Jk integer number of half steps during transient
state in stage k (Section 3.3)
K dimensionless number; defined byaFd.B
Vs
2
Nk
tk
is
(Section 3.2)
dimensionless number from the shape of foot
velocity profile (Section 3.1)
an integer equal to or one greater than the
number of complete steps (equal when
13 = 0.5) in stage k of trip
homogeneous transformation matrix between
coordinate systems i and i + 1 (Section
2.1)
total traveled time in stage k (Section 3.3)
time for one step, constant (Section 3.1)tu time when leg is touching ground, to ts,
called support period, constant (Section 3.1)
tw time when leg is off ground, tw = is - tu,
called swing period, constant (Section
3.1)
VB velocity of body relative to ground (constant
or maximum value)
VF,j velocity of foot relative to ground (constant
or maximum value) during swing j(Sections
Bx,
Fx,
Gx,
mx,
By,
Fy,
Gy,
my,
B
z
F
z
Gz
mz
3.1 & 3.4)
body coordinate system (Section 2.1)
foot coordinate system (Section 3.1)
global coordinate system (Section 2.1)
measuring coordinate system (Section 2.1)
to
ratio , calledduty factor (Section
Ou
RL
4)1,4)2,4)3
3.1)
upper limit of duty factor (Section 3.2)
lower limit of duty factor (Section 3.2)
orientation angles for body: roll, pitch and
yaw (Section 2.1)
Oi revolute angle at joint i (Section 2.1)
In the later sections, more definitions will be given.KINEMATIC ANALYSIS OF LEGGED SYSTEM LOCOMOTION ON
SMOOTH HORIZONTAL SURFACES
1.INTRODUCTION
1.1.Why study legged systems?
The most important reason for studying legged systems
is mobility.The first robot applications in industry were
those commonly referred to aspick-and-placerobots.To the
present day, robots are stationary or have, at most, limited
motion in one or two directions along guideways.This kind
of robot is limited in some applications because of lack of
full mobility.Holland (1983) pointed out several
disadvantages of a stationary robot: limiting workspace,
blocking production line if it is disabled and losing
flexibility for changing plant layout.Many robotic
applications nowadays require, or would benefit from,
mobility.With recent advances in robotics and the
development of relatively inexpensive and powerful digital
computers, more generalized mobile robots have become
feasible and offer attractive prospects for specialized
applications.When robots have mobility, applications of
robots will be widely available not only to industry but also
to every aspect of human life.These applications may
include fully automated manufacturing or laboratory systems2
without human beings, handling or cleaning of hazardous
chemicals or radioactive or explosive materials, agriculture,
construction, mining, deep sea or space exploration,
military, aids for handicapped and elderly people, house work
and many kinds of services (Holland 1983, Engelberger 1989).
This seems too good to be true; the question arises "How can
robots get mobility?".To answer, consider our history.
The wheel is one of the significant inventions for
transportation.Though the wheel is still the dominant
method for transportation, it has limitations.It requires
prepared surfaces such as roads and tracks to work
efficiently and also depends on substrate conditions because
it contacts surface all the time.Raibert (1986) pointed out
that only about 50% of the earth's land surface is accessible
to either wheeled or tracked vehicles.Animals and human
beings using legged locomotion make the remaining half
navigable.Therefore there are two choices for mobile
robots, the wheel and the leg.The choice requires close
examination.Raibert (1986) remarked that the mobility of
legged systems is generally limited by the best footholds in
the reachable terrain and that of wheeled or tracked systems
is limited by the worst terrain.Wheeled or tracked systems
use passive suspension, whereas legged systems useactive
suspension that decouples the path of the body from the paths
of the feet (Raibert 1986, Kaneko et al. 1985b).Thus one
might expect the body of a legged system to have a smoother
trip even over rough terrain.Song and Waldron (1989)3
remarked that legged systems use less fuel and also do less
damage to ground than wheeled or tracked vehicles.Todd
(1985) examined the possibility of using legs as secondary
arms for gripping or digging or using them as a counter
weight for balance or restoring an overturned body to its
feet.Kumar and Waldron (1989) pointed out that legged
systems are inherently omni-directional, whereas wheeled and
tracked systems not.Therefore study of legged machines is
increasing rapidly since legs are superior to wheels or
tracks when negotiating various environments.
Researchers on legged systems studied a variety of
terrains and body motions to deal with various environments.
These studies are important to achieve desired performance of
body and legs.For instance, Kaneko et al. (1988) discussed
a control algorithm for hexapodwalking machine over soft
ground and Gorinevsky and Shneider (1990) developed a control
algorithm for walking over soft and rigid surfaces.Pearson
and Franklin (1984) analyzed locust leg motions to find a
site for support and the patterns of leg coordination when
walking on rough terrain.Ozguner et al. (1984) presented
experimental results for a hexapod walking machine making use
of terrain preview information in rough terrain.Klein et
al.(1983) discussed the sensing hardware and the control
system needed for legged locomotion over irregular terrain.
Kaneko et al. (1985b) demonstrated that body-propelling
motion can be decoupled from terrain-adapting motion for
legged locomotion over irregular terrain.Lee and Orin4
(1988a) discussed a motion-planning algorithm for uneven-
terrain locomotion for a multilegged vehicle.Okhotsimsky et
al. (1982) developed a control algorithm for a machine
walking over prismatic and irregular terrains.Orin (1982)
developed motion-planning algorithms for 3 operation modes
(cruise, side-stepping, and turn-in-place) for a multilegged
robot over planar terrain.Hirose (1984) discussed the
fundamental problems of energy efficiency, design, and
adaptive gait control of quadruped walking vehicles and
classified terrains into 5 types.Huang and Waldron (1987)
discussed relationship between payload and speed in legged
locomotion for wave gait on a horizontal plane.Lee and Orin
(1988b) described an algorithm for omnidirectional control of
a multilegged robot vehicle using periodic gaits.In his
book, Todd (1985) presented a brief history of walking
machines on rough terrain.
In this thesis, straight line locomotion on smooth
horizontal surfaces is considered.
1.2.Why study arthropods for legged systems?
Walking machines built so far are used for proof-of-
concept of control and navigation systems; their legs are
designed for walking on smooth and nearly horizontal surfaces
with few obstacles.Several experimental walking machines
(Orin 1982, Okhotsimsky et al. 1982, Hirose 1984, Waldron et5
al. 1985, Donner 1987), can negotiate single obstacles such as
narrow ditches and wide, evenly spaced steps.However, no
current walking machine could work successfully in the
complex environments typical of our human-made or natural
world because neither leg mechanism nor control is
sufficiently sophisticated.Reviews of these machines have
been given by several researchers (Thring 1978, Kaneko et al.
1985a, Todd 1985, Raibert 1986, Song and Waldron 1989, Kumar
and Waldron 1989).
One of the walking machines currently in use is the ASV
(Adaptive Suspension Vehicle) developed at The Ohio State
University.It has an average speed of about 8 km per hour,
maximum speed less than 13 km per hour and weighs 6000 pounds
(Song and Waldron 1989, Pugh et al. 1990).In their review,
Kumar and Waldron (1989) concluded "The walking machines
built so far are bulky, heavy, slow and awkward and have not
been useful as vehicles or even prototypes," and pointed out
the necessity of research on biological systems to better
understand locomotion.
Animal locomotion has been a source of inspiration for
legged robot research.Among animals, vertebrates and
arthropods are the only candidates for biological research in
legged locomotion (Pedley 1977, Gewecke and Wendler 1985)
since they are the only animals with multi-segmented
articulated legs.Arthropods include insects, spiders, crabs
and lobsters.Arthropods have external skeletons and simple
nervous systems whereas vertebrates have internal skeletons6
and much more sophisticated nervous systems.Arthropods have
been evolving to deal with a wide variety of terrains
(spatially complex environments) for 600 million years
(Fichter et al. 1987).Hirose and Umetani (1978) compared
horse-type and spider-type leg configurations and verified
that spider-type is more energy efficient than horse-type leg
configuration.
1.3.Why study darkling beetle for legged systems?
Current research on walking at Oregon State University
includes the study of successful walking machines abundantly
present in nature, i.e. arthropods (Fichter and Fichter
1988).Insect locomotion can be divided into terrestrial,
aquatic and aerial locomotion (Gewecke and Wendler 1985).
For walking machine research, it is advantageous if
locomotion of the subject animal is confined to walking or
running on a ground surface since this assures that
successful walking is one primary evolutionary factor.
Darkling beetles were chosen because of their inability to
fly or jump.They are commonly found in arid regions of the
western USA and they are easy to handle because of their
relatively large size, about 30 mm, and durable body.7
1.4.What topics are covered in this thesis?
Most previous research on legged machines considered
only steady state locomotion, i.e. body has constant
velocity.Workspace of legs was simple because they chose
simple leg mechanisms, for example, a pantograph (Hirose
1984, Kessis et al. 1985, Song and Waldron 1989, Pugh et al.
1990), and based their analysis on static stability and gait
relationships.
This thesis takes a different approach; kinematic
relationships between body and legs for locomotion on a
horizontal surface are developed for steady and transient
states.In Chapter 2, a mathematical model for a beetle with
complex leg structure is presented.However kinematics,
dynamics and control are difficult because of this leg
complexity.Also it is difficult to determine kinematic
parameters of arthropod legs accurately because of their
small size (Fichter et al. 1988).In order to approach this
complex mechanical system, kinematic analysis should be done
first.Kinematic equations are derived in Chapter 2.1 and an
analytical closed form inverse kinematic solution is
presented in Appendix A.Jacobian matrix to get velocity in
joint space with given velocity in Cartesian space is
presented in Appendix B.
Workspace of a leg is calculated using the inverse
kinematic solution.The general procedure for finding
workspace of leg and the detailed algorithm are presented in8
Chapter 2.2 and Appendix C.Resulting workspaces of beetle
legs are presented in Chapter 2.2.
Legged locomotion requires regulating position and
velocity of the body in a global reference frame by
controlling position and velocity of the feet relative to the
body.Hence defining a walking sequence requires
transformation of objectives from global to body coordinates
and continuously accounting for the relationship between
these two systems.
Kinematic constraints are imposed by the mechanical
system consisting of body and legs.In Chapter 3.1,
definitions and assumptions for legged system analysis and
characteristics of leg kinematics related to two
dimensionless numbers are introduced.In Chapter 3.2,
kinematic constraints between the body and a single leg are
developed during steady state.Additionally two more
dimensionless numbers are developed and interrelationships
between these two and previous two dimensionless numbers are
obtained.These numbers are very important for defining
legged locomotion.In Chapter 3.3, analysis for transient
state are presented.Relationships between body and a pair
of feet are developed to choose proper foot placements.In
Chapter 3.4, all equations developed in Chapter 3 are
considered to find design procedures for legged locomotion.
In Chapter 3.5, two examples are presented, one for a beetle
and the other for the ASV.9
Future studies for legged locomotion aresuggested in
Chapter 4.
Major contributions of this research are
1.Analysis of kinematics for legged locomotion on a
horizontal plane is developed for steady and
transient states.
2.Procedures for designing new leggedmachines are
developed.
3.Procedures to design walking sequence forwalking
machines are developed.
4.Algorithm to detect edges of arbitrary shapeis
developed and algorithm to find workspaceof
general RRR manipulator is presented.10
2.MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE DARKLING BEETLE
2.1.Coordinate Systems for Beetle and Kinematic
Equations
The insect investigated as a sample subject is the
darkling beetle, Eteocles obscures sulcipennis, which is common
in arid regions of the western USA.Length of body, from
head to tail, is approximately 30 mm and the weight of the
legs is less than 10% of the total body weight of
approximately 1.25 gram.Each leg has 5 segments (Fig.
2.1.1); the first four joints are revolutes and the last one
is a ball-and-socket.Trochanter is assumed fused to femur
since it has very limited motion relative to the femur.
Therefore coxa-trochanter joint will be refered to as the
coxa-femur joint.The tarsus is ignored because all of its
subsegments contact ground during walking and do not
contribute to the beetle's leg movement.Therefore the leg
of a darkling beetle is an RRR manipulator.The shape of
total body with legs is assumed to be symmetric aboutMy-mz
plane and the body is assumed rigid and of uniform density.
Origin of measuring coordinate system (Mx, My, mz) is at
midpoint of line segment connecting ventral articulations of
middle legs (Fig. 2.1.1 and 2.1.2).Axis mx lies along this
line segment, positive toward animal's right.Axis my
intersects the line connecting ventral articulations of hindMy B
femur
trochanter
L3
tibia
tarsus
11
Fig. 2.1.1.Ventral view of a darkling beetle
showing measuring and body coordinate systems,
segment names and joint axes of the left middle leg.12
Fig. 2.1.2.Perspective view of a darkling beetle
showing measuring and body coordinate systems and
joint axes of the left hind leg.13
legs, positive toward head.The leg numbering system is
shown in Fig. 2.1.1.
In order to describe the linkage system, Denavit-
Hartenberg (1955) (D-H) description is used (Fig. 2.1.3)
Kinematic parameters relative to measuring reference
coordinate system were determined using the procedure
described by Fichter et al. (1988).Center of mass of body
in my direction was measured by experiment (Fichter
unpublished) with a live beetle and center of mass of body in
My-mz plane was approximated as centroid of the side view.
m
z
03
Z3
tibia-tarsus
joint
Fig. 2.1.3.Coordinate systems from body center to
tibia-tarsus joint in D-H description.14
The assumption of uniform density is verified by the close
match found for my determined from these two methods.Body
coordinate system(Bx, By, Bz
)is located with origin at
center of mass of body and with axes parallel to measuring
coordinate system.Global coordinate system(Gx, Gy, Gz)can
be located at any point and Gz axis is the negative gravity
direction.
Motion of the body in space has 6 degrees-of-freedom, 3
rotations and 3 translations.Relationship between
coordinate systems can be described by a homogeneous
transformation matrix.Transformation from global to body
coordinate system is
GTB = Trans(xB,yB,zB) Rot(Y,42) Rot(X,4$1) Rot(Z43)
Let MdB be the position vector of center of mass of body with
respect to measuring coordinate system.Then
1 0 0 dx
0 1 0 dy
Mm
J.B
0 0 1 dz
0 0 0 1
where MdB = dx mnx + dy mny + dz mnz (dx is 0 because of body
symmetry) and mn's are unit vectors of measuring coordinate
system.15
To determine range of motion of tibia-tarsus joint
consider any leg.In Fig. 2.1.3, zi (i = 1, 2, 3) indicates
axes of body-coxa, coxa-femur, and femur-tibia joints
respectively.Coordinate system "0" is established between
measuring coordinate system and body-coxa coordinate system
to apply D-H notation.
The homogeneous transformation matrix for each link in
terms of D-H parameters (Craig 1986) is
irrt.1.1+1=
where
cei+i -sei+i 0
sei+1 Cai cOi+i Cai-sai
sei+1 saicoi+, sai Cai
0 0 0
i = M, 0,1, 2 and 014+1 =00
cei = cos01,sei =sin ei
Sai = sin ai,Cai = cos ai
ai
From Fig. 2.1.3,00is constant value: hence 01,02and 03 are
the only variables in this equation.
Coordinates of the point at the center of the tibia-
tarsus ball-and-socket joint can be expressed in 2 ways.One
is from global coordinate system, GP4.The other is from the
"3" reference frame, 3P4.The following equation relates
these two.GTB
BTM
MTo
0
T1
1T2
2
T3
3P4 =
GP4
16
(2.1.1)
Solving this equation can be simplified by separating
variable 01 from constant values, i.e. ao, ao and d1 in
transformation matrix °T1; introduce frame "C" between frames
"0" and "1" (see Fig. 2.1.3).
0T1 =
0TcCm
where cTi = Rot(z1,01) and
oTc = Rot(x,a0) Trans(x,a0) Trans(z,d1)
When position of tibia-tarsus joint and position and
orientation of body are specified, unknown variables are 01,
02 and 03.Equation (2.1.1) can be rewritten as follows.
CT1
1T2
2T3
3
P4
Cr,
r4
where cP4 = CT()°TM MTB BTGGP
4
(2.1.2)
This is the kinematic equation of a leg.The right hand side
is known and the matrix equation reduces to 3 nonlinear
scalar equations in 3 unknowns, 01, 02, 03.Elimination
reduces these three nonlinear equations to a single quartic
polynominal solved in Appendix A.Similar results were
obtained by Cimino and Pennock (1986) by using a different
method.17
2.2.Workspace of Beetle Legs
Kinematic equations describe geometrical relationships
between joint angles of a multi-link system and position of
end-effector.Therefore workspace, the range of positions
reachable by the end-effector, can be obtained by solving
kinematic equations.Workspace is important in the design
process: planning desired path which must beconfined to
workspace, safety to perform given tasks, and cooperation
with other robots.In walking robot, desired path of foot
must be confined to the workspace, workspace determines
whether the walking machine can negotiate an obstacle, and
workspace partially determines foot interference.
Appropriate knowledge of workspace can be used to maximize
linear or angular velocity or minimize power or stress.
Even though there are a lot of benefits from knowing
the workspace, it is difficult to map workspace fromjoint
space to 3-D Cartesian coordinates.Kinematic equations are
usually coupled nonlinear equations and hence do not easily
provide a functional form for the boundary of workspace.
However, the mapping is usually one-to-one because oflimits
of range of motion of joints.In this thesis, an algorithm
to determine workspace of an RRR manipulator in 3-DCartesian
coordinates is developed and utilization of information from
workspace in walking design is considered.
To specify workspace in Cartesian coordinates,first
slice the space parallel to xy, yz or xz plane at fixed18
intervals.Now it is a planar problem how to detect the
edges of workspace in each sliced plane.Mason (1956),
Cordray (1957) and Mason (1957) developed an algorithm to
find an arbitrary shape contour in a plane using a computer
to get pictorial information about the spacing and
orientation of atoms and molecules in a crystal.They
divided the 2-D space with vertical and horizontal lines and
applied a searching algorithm to choose grid points nearest
to the desired curve.Fichter (1986) used their algorithm to
determine range of motion for a Stewart Platform.However,
shape of the resulting curve depends on grid size and is
coarse unless closely spaced grid lines are used.A new
algorithm was developed, as part of this thesis, to correct
this problem.
To describe the algorithm to detect the edges of the
workplane, the following example is used.A blind man with a
cane wants to map the edge of a lake (Fig. 2.2.1).He needs
to follow these steps.
1.He must walk until his cane hits the ground first
and the water second.
2.Between these two points is the edge.If he needs
high accuracy, then he must check more points
between these two.After finding an acceptable
edge point, he moves to that point and makes a
mark.
3.Next he must decide search direction, i.e. whetherMr. Blindman GROUND
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First Edge
Point P
counter-clockwise
Fig. 2.2.1.Illustration of edge detection of a lake
for blind man with cane (counter-clockwise case).
he moves counter-clockwise or clockwise along the
edge.If he chooses counter-clockwise, he needs
to orient so that the water is on his left.
4.He now moves forward, tapping in front of him.
Whenever he taps ground, he needs to turn counter-
clockwise until he hits water.However if he hits
water, he must turn clockwise until he hits
ground.Once he taps a different substrate, he
performs step 2 and connects the previous point
with the new point on the map.If he chooses to20
go clockwise in step 3, then the directions of
turning are reversed.
5.In order to know when he is back to the start, he
must check whether the first mark, i.e. the first
edge point marked before, is close.If the first
mark is not close, then repeat steps 4 and 5 are
repeated until he meets the first edge point.
Once the first mark is close, he connects current
point with first point on map.The map is now
complete.
Consider above procedures to apply in Fig. 2.2.1.After he
performs steps 1 and 2, assume he finds first edge point at
point Po and chooses counter-clockwise direction along the
edge in step 3.During step 4, he may tap ground and water
or water and ground once, i.e. points G1 and W1 or W1 and G1.
He can then find edge point P1 and move to point P1 by
performing step 2.Next he needs to check whether the point
Po is in the range of his cane in front of him, for example
inside of arc G2W2, or not.If point Po is in this range, he
must quit mapping because he can get a closed contour.
However if the point Po is not in this range, he needs to
repeat steps 4 and 5 until he encounters the point Po in the
range of his cane.For example, assume he is on the point PN
in Fig. 2.2.1 and checks substrate.If during this checking
he encounters the point Po as shown Fig. 2.2.1, then he can
connect a line between the point PN and Po.Hence he obtains21
a map of the lake.If there is an island in the lake, then
similar procedures can be applied (see Appendix C).
How can the blind man determine whether a point is
inside the lake (water) or outside of lake (ground)?He can
sense when he hits ground or water by his cane, i.e. touch or
sound.Then how can we determine whether a point is inside
or outside of the workspace?It can be determined from the
inverse kinematic solution since only points inside workspace
give real solutions.The detailed algorithm is presented in
Appendix C.
This algorithm has other uses, e.g. to detect edges in
computer vision (Groover et al. 1986, Fu et al. 1987) and to
find workspace for industrial robot.
The workspace of a beetle is determined for each leg,
front, middle and hind.The results are obtained in planes
parallel to x-y plane (various z values with respect to body
coordinate system) (Fig. 2.2.2, 2.2.3, 2.2.4).
Optimum height of body from ground may be related to
maximum area of a contour because maximum area gives maximum
foot placement options.In order to choose optimum height of
body from ground, area of each contour is calculated (see
Appendix C) for each leg.Fig. 2.2.5, Fig. 2.2.6 and Fig.
2.2.7 show the area of each contour line for front, middle
and hind legs respectively.Maximum area is obtained at Bz =
-9 mm for front and middle legs and at Bz = -14 mm for hind
leg.Since the contour area of the front and middle legs is
smaller (more restrictive) than that of the hind legs, assume25
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Fig. 2.2.2.Workspace contours of front leg on
several cutting planes from Bz = -15 mm to Bz = 5 mm
relative to body coordinate system.At Bz = -3 mm, two
contour lines are obtained and valid workspace is
between these two contour lines.At Bz = 4 mm, two
separate contour lines are obtained.23
Fig. 2.2.3.Workspace contours of middle leg on
several cutting planes from Bz = -17 mm to Bz = 8 mm
relative to body coordinate system.At Bz = -3 mm, two
contour lines are obtained and valid workspace is
between these two contour lines.At Bz = 7 mm, two
separate contour lines are obtained.10
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Fig. 2.2.5.Area of each Bz plane of workspace for front
leg.
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Fig. 2.2.7.Area of each Bz plane of workspace for hind
leg.26
normal height of body from ground is 9 mm.This value
matches observations of beetles.
Volume of workspace of leg can be calculated
approximately by sum of contour areas because of unit (1 mm)
distance between contour planes.Volumes of workspace are
approximately 2799 mm3, 4386 mm3 and 6725 mm3 for front,
middle and hind legs respectively (This raises the question
of how these volumes are related to link lengths, twist
angles, offsets and ranges of motion; this is not pursued in
this thesis).
In Fig. 2.2.8, contours of workspace of right front,
left middle and right hind legs at Bz = -9 mm are plotted.
Middle legs almost cover the range of entire body length.It
seems front legs act like navigator, middle legs provide
lateral stability and hind legs provide main thrust for
forward direction.Work areas of feet overlap each other.
This information is important to choose foot placement in
order to avoid collisions.Best line of motion of feet when
body moves forward is along the line of maximum length from
edge to edge parallel to By because this gives maximum leg
stroke.Length from edge to edge for each leg is plotted in
Fig. 2.2.9, Fig. 2.2.10 and Fig. 2.2.11.Discontinuity in
these figures occurs where a line parallel to By intersects
the range of motion curve in more than 2 points.In Fig.
2.2.9, maximum length from edge to edge, approximately 19.5
mm, is obtained at about 9 mm from body center line on plane
BZ = -9 mm for front leg.Maximum lengths, approximately25
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Fig. 2.2.9.Distance from edge to edge for right
front leg workspace relative to body coordinate system
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Fig. 2.2.10. Distance from edge to edge for left
middle leg workspace relative to body coordinate
system (the two long dashed lines shows band of near
maximum length from edge to edge).25-r-
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Fig. 2.2.11.Distance from edge to edge for right
hind leg workspace relative to body coordinate system.31
25.5 mm and 22 mm, are obtained at approximately 10.5 mm and
8 mm from body center line on plane Bz = -9 mm for middle
(Fig. 2.2.10) and hind leg (Fig. 2.2.11) respectively.Near
maximum leg stroke can be obtained from body center line
between 2.8 mm and 9.8 mm for front leg and between 6 mm and
12 mm for middle leg.
From this information the length of leg stroke for
straight line locomotion can be decided from Fig. 2.2.9,
2.2.10 and 2.2.11.32
3.TERRESTRIAL LOCOMOTION
3.1.Introduction
In order to improve the performance of walking
machines, for example to increase body velocity, a study is
required not only of steady state, but also of transient
state.It is very important to understand the kinematics of
locomotion in both states when designing a walking machine,
realizing that steady state is a mathematical convenience
that does not exist in true locomotion.
In this thesis a 2n-legged animal or machine is
considered that is symmetrical about a plane defined by the
"usual" gravity direction and by the "usual" direction of
travel (see Fig. 3.1.1).This machine has pairs of legs
numbered from 1 to n with 1 nearest the forward end.
Individual legs are designated Ll, R1, etc.
For convenience, a trip may be divided stages (Fig.
3.1.2) each of which fall into one of the following 4
categories: constant linear velocity with zero angular
velocity, constant linear acceleration with zero angular
velocity, coordinated circular motion at constant speed and
coordinated circular motion with constant rate of change of
speed.Coordinated circular motion occurs when center of
mass of body moves on a circle and body maintains constant33
global
z-axis
A
B
Z
forward
Fig. 3.1.1.Illustration of leg numbering system and
general posture of 6-legged system.
stage k+1
stage k -1
Fig. 3.1.2.Illustration of stage.34
orientation with respect to normal to plane of circle and
radius vector from center of circle to origin of body
coordinates.In other words angular velocity of body equals
angular velocity of radius vector.In this thesis only
straight line motion is considered.
The objective of this thesis is to develop a procedure
for choosing proper values of parameters of locomotion given
minimum information.For this purpose, kinematic
relationships between a foot and the body in steady state and
between a leg pair and the body in transient state will be
studied.
Coordinate Systems
The origin of body coordinate system (Bx,By, BZ) is
located at the center of mass of body which is distance hB
above ground; By axis is parallel to the longitudinal
direction of body and 132 axis is negative gravity direction
(Fig. 3.1.1 & 3.1.3).Foot coordinate system(Fx,Fy,Fzis
established at the moment foot touches ground and is valid
only until foot touches ground again.The origin of foot
coordinate system is at the position of ground contact; axes
are parallel to body coordinate system.Trajectory of foot
in this coordinate system is
hF,3 s( )= F( (3.1.1)35
hB
Fy
Foot
placement
Fig. 3.1.3.Coordinate systems of body and foot.
Assumptions
In legged locomotion each foot is lifted and placed at
a desired time and in a desired position.Pearson and
Franklin (1984) reported there was a tendency for the
stepping movements of opposite legs of the same pair to be
either 180° out of phase or exactly in phase in locusts
walking on rough terrain (Fig. 3.1.4).Stepping movements of
normal human walking also has opposite legs 180° out of
phase.In Fig. 3.1.5 gaits for a pair of legs 180° out of
phase are shown for various duty factors.In this thesis,
all stepping movements are 180° out of phase.
Terrestrial locomotion of animals has 3 typical
patterns, i.e. walking, running and jumping, which can be36
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Fig. 3.1.4.Phase diagram of a pair of feet with (a),
(b) cases of 180° out of phase and (c),(d) cases of
exactly in phase (shaded area indicates the period a
foot is on the ground and is is step time).Duty
factor,13,is a ratio between support period and step
time.
distinguished by duty factor and leg phase (Alexander 1982).
Jumping is excluded in this analysis.Elevation of body, hB,
remains constant over a smooth horizontal plane during
locomotion.Orientation of body also remains constant.Only
components of velocity in the horizontal plane are
considered.Trapezoidal velocity profiles for body and feet
(Fig. 3.1.6) are assumed since they are easy to analyze and37
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Fig. 3.1.5.Gait diagram of a pair of legs for
various duty factors.Shaded area means support
period.
are approximated in practice (Fichter andFichter
unpublished, Cavagna et al. 1977, Kaneko et al. 1987).For
simplicity, absolute value of acceleration during constant
acceleration periods is the same.Therefore VB, aB,VFand aF
in Fig. 3.1.6 are constants.There is at least one step38
time
t113 t2B tk
a) Body velocity profile relative to ground.
b) Foot velocity profile during swing period
relative to ground.
Fig. 3.1.6.Profiles of horizontal component of
velocity of body and foot.
during transient state motion; this does not restrict
distance traveled since step length may be varied.Assume
all legs have the same duty factor, 13(Hildebrand 1977,
Alexander et al. 1980).Also assume all legs have the samepossible body
position
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R
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Fig. 3.1.7.Illustration of (a) non-pathological and
(b) pathological locomotion.Black dots are foot
prints and white dots with bars are body positions.
step time.Duty factor and step time are constant during a
stage.
For simplicity, only non-pathological locomotion is
considered (Fig. 3.1.7).Successive prints of one foot are
symmetrically placed relative to other foot.When 0 = 0.5
the body lies on the line connecting the feet at theinstant
when both feet are on the substrate.When 0 > 0.5 the body40
lies on the line connecting the feet half way through the
time when both feet are on the substrate.When p < 0.5 the
body lies on the line connecting the foot prints half way
through the time when both feet are off the substrate.
Characteristics of Leg Kinematics
When a leg performs a swing with foot velocity profile
shown in Fig. 3.1.6.b, there is a constraint relationship
between parameters dsF, VF, aF and tw.The trapezoidal area
of Fig. 3.1.6.b is distance foot travels in a step.
VF VF
dsF= (tw 2 aF) VF ( VF
VF
dsF ( tw A
F
)VF -
hence
VF
2-twaF VF aF dsF = 0
Solve forVF
VF [ artw ±NhaFtur ) 24 aF CF
For above eq'n to represent real VF
(3.1.2)
(3.1.3)Then
aF
t,2- 4dSF -?:0 , since aF > 0.
aF 't2
4 dSF
Define (aF) min
Then
4 dSF
(aF) min .1_2
aF ' M (aF)min
(aF)max= Mmax( aF) min
Then M (1._ M Mmax )is
aF
14
k aF) min
Substitute eq'n (3.1.4) into eq'n (3.1.5)
aF - tw2
4 M dSF
Substitute eq'n (3.1.7) into eq'n (3.1.3)
4I
(3.1.4)
(3.1.5)
(3.1.6)
(3.1.7)VF
1
2
4 M cLF 16 M2dsF2 16 M dsF
tw2
tw tw4 tw2
dsF
1 4 M cisF 4 dsf,
2 tw tw
ds
VF2.
p.
[ M ± V M (M1)
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(3.1.8)
When foot acceleration is minimum (M = 1)VFhas following
maximum value.
(VF) max tw
2 dsF
When aF is increased (M > 1) with constant dsp. and tw,VFmust
decrease.Thus only the negative sign in eq'n (3.1.8) is
valid.Therefore,
2 dsF
VF [ M-V M (M- 1)] (3.1.9)
w
Define F
F
VF VF
(2 dsF) (VF)
tw )
Rewrite eq'n (3.1.9) with eq'n (3.1.10)
(3.1.10)
F = M - V M (M- 1) (3.1.11)F
1
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Fig. 3.1.8.The relationship between F and M in leg
system.
Solve for M
F2
N
2 F - 1
(3.1.12)
The eq'n (3.1.11) gives Fig. 3.1.8.Physically, M is an
index of the performance of muscles or actuators.Also M is
a shape factor of the velocity profile of foot (Fig. 3.1.9).
When M = 1, acceleration of foot has minimum value as shown
in Fig. 3.1.9.Therefore if the shape of velocity profile
for foot in Fig. 3.1.9 or F in Fig. 3.1.8 are known, the
value of M can be determined (Appendix D).1
0.9
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2
Fig. 3.1.9.Foot velocity profile for various M.
An equation for Mmax can be obtained by substituting
tw2ts2
(1- )
2into eq'n (3.1.4),
4 dsF
(aF)min ts
2(1 r3)2
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(3.1.13)
AlsoNaxcan be written from eq'ns (3.1.6) and (3.1.13) as
follows.
Mmax
(aF ) max
aF)min
(3.1.14)Eliminate (aF)min with eq'n (3.1.13)
Ninax 4 dsF
(aF). ts2 (1 - 13)2
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(3.1.15)
Equations in this section are valid for both steady and
transient states.
3.2.Analysis of Straight Line Locomotion for Steady
State on a Smooth Horizontal Surface
In steady state (constant body velocity) each leg is
assumed to have the same motion except for a time
displacement; hence only one leg needs to be described.It
is important to consider the kinematic constraint
relationships between body and foot to choose the proper
values of parameters.Since only one stage is considered,
subscript k can be omitted.
In Fig. 3.2.1, positions 2 through 4 show a typical
step.Odd and even numbers on body indicate the beginning
and ending of support period respectively.To have a
periodic gait for straight line locomotion during steady
state, step length for body, dsB, and the step length for
foot, dsF, must be equal.Therefore the shaded areas under
foot velocity profile and body velocity profile (Fig. 3.2.2)
must be equal.forward
F////////f/////f/ /f/////fIFfelto1I//1////,f/ff////1?//// ///f/////f/////,,,,,/f
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Fig. 3.2.1.Relationship between body step length
and foot step length in steady state locomotion.
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Fig. 3.2.2.The relationship between body and foot
step length during steady state from velocity
profiles.
The step length of foot can be calculated from eq'n (3.1.2)
and equated with the distance body moves during a step.
VF
dsB=
(tw -aF) VF (3.2.1)This eq'n is almost the same as eq'n (3.1.2); therefore
previous results can be modified to
4 dsB
(aF) min 1...2
''Vol
4 McisB
aF
tw
2
d
VF
2sB
[ M-VM (M-1)] tw
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(3.2.2)
(3.2.3)
(3.2.4)
Also Fig. 3.1.8 and Fig. 3.1.9 are still valid .
To find the relationship between body velocity, VB, and
foot velocity, VF, body step length in steady state can be
written
dsB = VB is
Substitute eq'n (3.2.5) into eq'n (3.2.4)
2 VB is
VF [MV M (M 1)]
Since
is 1
1 _. 0'rewrite above eq'n
tw
2 -
VF 1= bi[ M-V M (M- 1)]
(3.2.5)VB
VF
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Fig. 3.2.3.The ratio between constant velocities
of body and foot with respect to duty factor and shape
factor (shaded region shows allowed values).
Therefore the ratio between VB and VF is related to M and
duty factor as follows and in Fig. 3.2.3.
VB 1 -
VF 2[ M- VM (M- 1)
(3.2.6)
In Fig. 3.2.3,VF is alwaysbigger than VB.When duty factor
is increased with constant M, the ratio decreases; when M is
increased with constant duty factor, the ratio increases.
Range of ratio is determined from Fig. 3.2.3 with specific 0,
for example, when p = 0.649
VB
0.2 < < 0.4 VF
ThereforeVBcan be changed by changing M if p and VF are
given.
Constraint on leg stroke can be extracted from
workspace of leg and velocity profiles of body and foot.Leg
stroke, duB, is not only limited by workspace of leg but also
by velocity of body and acceleration of foot.From workspace
of leg, maximum value ofduB,(duB)max,can be obtained along a
specific line, for example, at ground level parallel toBy
The swing period of step is shown in Fig.3.2.4.
Initially assume duB = (duB)maxi i.e. workspace is within
dashed lines in bottom part of figure.Though the workspace
moves with the body in constant velocity, foot has an
acceleration and a deceleration period.Therefore foot
position will be outside workspace at beginning and end of
leg stroke.
The limit on duB is determined as follows.Until time
tlx foot moves slower than body and the maximum distance foot
falls behind body occurs at tiK.Time tlx and t2K in
Fig.3.2.4 are when the velocity of foot reaches the value of
body velocity and can be calculated as follows.
VB
tiK =
F
(3.2.7)
t2lt=tw tiK50
Fig. 3.2.4.Kinematic constraint relationship
between workspace of leg and velocities during steady
state locomotion.dlk
hF=F(d
1
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Fig. 3.2.5.Illustration of kinematic constraint
in swing period of steady state locomotion.
The maximum distance foot falls behind body is
tlk VB
diK 2 2 aF
2
(3.2.8)
Foot position must be bounded in workspace at time tiKwhich
is not workspace at ground level (Fig. 3.2.5) since foot
follows the trajectory defined by eq'n (3.1.1).Therefore
foot position at t/K must be bounded in (duB).a. of the
horizontal plane at hp, = F(d/K) above ground.Similar
arguments hold at time t2K except that foot is ahead of body;
the distance is also diK because of symmetry.
If workspace is bounded by sloping solid lines in Fig.
3.2.4, then possible leg stroke duB is bounded by sloping52
dashed lines which are diK inside (duB)maxLeg stroke must
satisfy following equation.
Or
duB < (duB), - 2 diK
u2
"B
duB < (duB)max -
Since duB is positive,
Hence
1
(duB,
1max VB2
< duB aF duB
VB2 (duB)max- 1
aF duB duB
Both sides of above eq'n are dimensionless.
u 2
K =
"B
aF duB
G =
(duB)max duB
duB
Then rewrite eq'n (3.2.10)
(3.2.9)
(3.2.10)
(3.2.11)
(3.2.12)53
K < G (3.2.13)
K is similar to Froude number (Murphy 1987, Alexander
1982) which is defined by
VB2
F=
r g h
(3.2.14)
where g is the acceleration of gravity and h is the height
from ground to the hip joint or shoulder joint of animal.
Comparing K and Froude number, Froude number is involved with
vertical components of acceleration and length while K is
involved with horizontal components of acceleration and
length.
G is the ratio of the portion of leg stroke not used to
the portion used.Hence it is the reciprocal of a useage
factor.
Above two constraint relationships, eqins (3.2.1) and
(3.2.13), are related.Substitute eq'n (3.2.3) into eq'n
(3.2.11)
K =
4 M dsB cluB
.2
VB
2
s Substitute dsB
d,uand tw = is (1 -(3)into above eq'n,
K
ts2 13(1 13)2
4 M duB2and from eq'n (3.2.5) dsB =VBts, therefore
K
(3(1 -) 2, dsB)2
4 M duB
Since for steady state
K
1 - 0)2
4(3M
dsB 1
dUB (3
Rearrange to solve for p
- 2(1 + 2 Km)(3 + 1 = 0
then
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(3.2.15)
0 = 1+ 2 K M± 2 1/K M (1 + K M)
Since K and M are positive and 0 is less than 1,
p = 1 + 2 K M - 2 VE. M (1 + K M) (3.2.16)
Therefore duty factor and the product of K and M can be drawn
in Fig. 3.2.6.As duty factor is increased, the product of K
and M is decreased.The duty factor is generally greater
than 0.5 in those gaits which are conventionally described as55
K M
0.2 0.4 0.6
Fig. 3.2.6.The relationship between duty factor
and the product of K and M.
0.8
walks, and less than 0.5 in running gaits (Alexander 1980,
1982).For example, gallops, trots and canters arerunning
gaits in animal.Therefore following relationship can be
written for general case of locomotion.
0.125;then walking
K M
> 0.125;then running
When the value of M is specified in eq'n (3.2.16), the
duty factor, p, is a function only of K.Therefore eq'n
(3.2.16) can be drawn for various values of M in Fig. 3.2.7.
When the value of K is larger than 2.025, p is smaller than56
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Fig. 3.2.7.The relationship between K and p for
various M in 3-D space.
0.1 for any value of M (M 1).Most animals use a 13 larger
than 0.15 (Hildebrand 1977).Thus we can consider values of
K less than 2 enough range to cover most animal locomotion.
Fig. 3.2.8 shows p as function of K with M as a parameter for
K2 in semi-log axes.When p = 0.5 and M = 1, K is 0.125;
when M is larger, K is smaller.The lines a and b can be
drawn for various values of G from eq'n (3.2.13), for
example, Ga and Gb respectively.The shaded area which is to
the left of one of these lines indicates the possible
parameter domain for steady state.Therefore, one of the1
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Fig. 3.2.8.The domain of parameters for steady
state locomotion in dimensionless space (shaded region
shows allowed values and thick line is at (3 = 0.15).
points of this shaded area represents one specific steady
state locomotion.For example, if Gb is chosen for G then Kp
satisfies eq'n (3.2.13); however if Ga is used then Kp must
be chosen in the left side of Ga in Fig. 3.2.8.When the
value Kp is chosen for K which can be calculated from VB, aF
and duB in eq'n (3.2.11), the range of duty factors (if
Mmax = 3) can be found from Fig. 3.2.8 as follows.
13L<
13<
13u
where
(3.2.17)58
1 3 u = 1 + 2 Kp- 2 N(K ( + 1 )
= 1 + 2 KpMmax 2 Nbc p nax( Kp
T 4 + 1 )
Choose p from above equation and calculate M from eq'n
(3.2.16) or choose M first and calculate p from eq'n
(3.2.16).
To find the relationship between body velocity VBand
duty factor 0, substitute eq'n (3.2.11) into eq'n (3.2.15)
and rearrange
VB2
VB
a F duB (1 -
4M
aFduB
M
)2
0.2 0.4
13
0.6 0.8
Fig. 3.2.9.Relationship between body velocity and
duty factor.Then
1qaF duB 1 - 13
V
B 473
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(3.2.18)
Eq'n (3.2.18) gives Fig. 3.2.9.When aF, duB and M are
fixed, body velocity VB is a function of duty factor only.
To increase the body velocity a smaller duty factor is
preferable but this may decrease payload capacity.
3.3.Analysis of Straight Line Locomotion for
Transient State on a Smooth Horizontal Surface
The goal of transient state analysis is to find foot
placements with proper walking sequence during transient
state (changing body velocity).Defining a walking sequence
requires transformation of objectives from global to body
coordinates and continuously accounting for the relationship
between these two systems.Since each pair of feet can be
treated the same only one pair is analyzed here.This
analysis for transient state is based on the analysis for
steady state.
Consider the gait diagram for a pair of feet (Fig.
3.3.1); line B is the beginning of locomotion, line C is the
end of every step but the last and line E is the end of the
last step.Therefore locomotion always starts by lifting onestanding
B
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Fig. 3.3.1.Gait diagram of a pair of feet for
various duty factors (shaded and white area indicate
support and swing period respectively).
foot (either foot can start) and always ends with one foot on
the ground and the other being placed.The time duration
between line E and line C is always 1R - 0.51 ts.Therefore
tk, total travel time for stage k, can be expressed as
follows.
tk = (N (3.3.1)Ii
3
4
VB
symmetrical
Avelocity
j = 1
B
= 2
t1B
is
2
C
2ts
3 4 5
C
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t2B
Itime
1
is tk 4ts
6 7 8
C IC
1
4
locomotion
standing
Fig. 3.3.2.Body velocity profile and gait diagram
for N = 4, J = 2 and 0 = 0.75 or 0.25.
Where N is an integer equal to or one greaterthan the number
of complete steps (equal when (i = 0.5).
From Fig. 3.3.1 each complete half stephas a time
segment with both feet on the ground orboth feet off the
ground except when 0 = 0.5.These time segments occur at the
end of each half step.In order to calculate distance body
moves during these time segmentsand duration of time
segments, f, (Fig. 3.3.2) when only one footis on the
ground, introduce integer j for the number ofhalf steps.
For simplicity assume transientperiod is a multiple of half62
ts
72.?7 step time, J, where Jis the number of half steps during
N
transient state.For this thesis assume 1
J
< i to
simplify analysis.Since N and J are integers,
NJ + 1 ?:3 (3.3.2)
In Fig. 3.3.2 f and t1B can be calculated as follows.
is
VB 1
t1B aB 2
= J is
Therefore VB can be expressed from eq'n (3.3.4) as follows.
VBis
2J aB (3.3.5)
For step sequence design it is important to know
distances traveled during periods of single leg support and
periods with either two legs or no legs contacting the
ground.Half of the body velocity profile is considered
tk
because body velocity profile is symmetrical about time
2in
Fig. 3.3.2.
In Fig. 3.3.3 area Aj is the distance body travels with
both feet either on or off the ground in the jth half step
and area Bj is the distance body travels with one foot on the
ground in thejthhalf step.When 0 = 0.5, Aj is 0 for allAvelocity
step
f
IP÷Its
1E-71.-
(j-1)ts jts Jts (J+1)ts
2 2 2 2
time
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Fig. 3.3.3.Distance body travels from body velocity
profile when both feet are on or off the ground or when
only one foot is on the ground.
j.Because of symmetry of body velocity profile, Ai and Bj
are considered for 1 jN, i.e. half of the trip.
Velocity at the end of period with one foot on the ground in
the
thhalf step is
1 . 1
vjf (i i IP isas
and velocity at the end of half step j is
(3.3.6).
=
2
3 is aB
Then B
jcan be expressed
B1 = 2 (v1_1 + vjf )
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(3.3.7)
(3.3.8)
Substitute eq'ns (3.3.3), (3.3.6) and (3.3.7) for j - 1 into
eq'n (3.3.8) and simplify,
1
Bi = aB ts2 j2-ip -+R2 R)
Also Aj can be expressed as follows.
A
3
=
2
,
r3-
2is3'(v, + v1)
(3.3.9)
(3.3.10)
Substitute eq'ns (3.3.6) and (3.3.7) into eq'n (3.3.10) and
simplify,
1
A.
3=
8as ts
[4j --21- (2 p -1)2 (3.3.11)
For J < j< N (steady state), Aj can be calculated
A1=VBIii 1-21t,
substitute eq'n (3.3.5) into above eq'n,=
1
A atJ -
2
1 2
3 2 Bs
1
And, for steady state, Bj can be expressed
t
B3= - VB2 A
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(3.3.12)
substitute eq ns (3.3.5) and (3.3.12) into above eq'n
1 1
Bj = -4 aB ts2
,
J (1 - 2IP ) (3.3.13)
Because of the symmetry of body velocity profile, Ai and
Bj for N < j2 N can be calculated as follows.
A2N-j
B3 B=2N+1-j
(3.3.14)
(3.3.15)
andA2Nis 0.
Step length of foot, dsF,j, is associated with half a
step for the body (Fig. 3.3.4).Odd values of j are for foot
that begins locomotion; even values for other foot.
In order to design the foot placements for non-
pathological gait, consider Fig. 3.3.4 where body moves at
constant velocity.In Fig. 3.3.4.a for p > 0.5 with body in
position 1, left foot is on ground and right foot has just
contacted ground beginning support.Both feet are on grounddsF, j
th t
3Ts ep
A B. ,A A.
, 3 j
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body moving
direction
r
1 2
7-body positions
during both feet
on the ground
th
j+ 1
1step
2
dsF,j
(a)
A.3-1 Bi A
dsF,3+1
body moving
direction
dsF,jL dsF,jR
(b)
bodypositrOriS-----,
during both feet
off the ground
Fig. 3.3.4.Feet and body positions relative to
global coordinate system during steady state (L, R:
left and right foot respectively and u, w: begining of
support and swing period respectively).
a)(3 > 0.5b)p < 0.567
for 10 - 0.51 is until body is in position 2when left foot
starts swing.When body reaches position 3 left foot
contacts ground again.When body reaches position 4 right
foot starts swing.In Fig. 3.3.4.b for 0 < 0.5 with bodyin
position 1, right foot is off ground and left foot hasjust
started swing.Both feet are off ground for10 - 0.51 is
until body is in position 2 when right foot hasjust
contacted ground beginning support.When body reaches
position 3 right foot starts swing again.When body reaches
position 4 left foot contacts ground beginning support.
Feet are placed in the middle of Bjdistances, right and
left alternating.Lines connecting consecutive foot prints
pass through the middle of Ajdistances along line of travel
for body.
Because of the symmetries described above, steplength
of foot, dsF,j, in steady state and transient state canbe
described by one equation developed below.As shown in Fig.
3.3.4.b the left portion of dsF,j is
dsF iL= 2( 2 Aj_1 + 2 Bj )
and the right portion is
1 1
dsF,JR 2( 2 Bj + 2 Aj )
Combining these givesdsF,j = Aj -1 + Aj + 2 Bj
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(3.3.16)
where A0 = 0.It is not necessary to calculate dsF,j for all
j because of the symmetry of body velocity profile and foot
placements.Therefore dsF,j is calculated only from j = 1 to
j = N.
For N < j 2 N
dsF,j =dsF,2N-j+1 (3.3.17)
Consider foot position relative to body position.Foot
position will be forward relative to body at the end of swing
period and backward at the end of support period.To obtain
the foot position relative to body, body position relative to
global coordinate system should be subtracted from foot
position relative to global coordinate system.
Body position at the end of each half step j relative
to global coordinate system, dB,j, can be calculated from Aj
and Bj as follows.
dB,j= I( + B1 )
=
(3.3.18)
Foot position at the end of thejthswing relative to
global coordinate system can be obtained from the sum of dsF,j
for j corresponding with the foot; for foot that begins
locomotion sum for odd values of j and for other foot sum for69
even values of j.Foot position at the end of the
jth
relative to body coordinate system, BdsF,if is
1
forp >
2
i) for foot that begins locomotion
i
BdsF,j = dsF i -( dB, i - Aj )
i = 1, 3, 5, ...
ii) for other foot
j
BdsF,j = / dsF,i(dB,jAj)
i = 2, 4, 6, ...
for
1
p .5_-i
i) for foot that begins locomotion
i
BdsF,
3= LdsF,i dB,j
i = 1, 3, 5, ...
ii) for other foot
i
B
= LdsF,i dB,j
i = 2, 4, 6, ...
(3.3.19)
(3.3.20)
(3.3.21)
(3.3.22)70
In order to understand the procedures mentioned above,
consider several examples.First consider dk = 3 aB ts
2
,0 =
0.5, N = 4 and J = 2(Fig. 3.3.5).Total time, tk, is 4 is
from eq'n (3.3.1).From eq'ns (3.3.11), (3.3.12) and
(3.3.14), Aj is zero for any j since 0 is 0.5 and Bj can be
calculated from eq'n (3.3.9), (3.3.13) and (3.3.15) as
follows.
1 3
B1 = aB ts2 , B2 =8aB ts
2
2 1
2 B3 =
1
a
Biss B4 = aB is
B5 = B4, B6 = B3
B7 = B2, B8 =
Foot placement of left foot numbered 3 with white dot
is chosen from the middle point between body positions 3 and
4.Connect lines between left foot position 3 and body
positions 3,4 and extend to right side to find the right
foot positions 2 and 4.Connect line between right foot
position 2 and body position 2 and extend to left side to
find left foot position 1.Foot placements 5, 6, 7 and 8 can
be found from same method as above.Eq'ns (3.3.16) and
(3.3.17) give the swing distances.Therefore odd numbers for
j in this example are for left foot and even numbers for j
are for right foot.
2 3
.1_2
dsF,1 =
.1_
as 's dsF,2 =4 as -sVB
ivelocity
L
R
is 2ts
(a)
3ts
is
distance
relative to body
(b)
71
time
k
Fig. 3.3.5.(a) Body velocity profile relative to ground
(J = 2, N = 4).(b) Gait diagram 0 = 0.5 and shaded area
for support period and white area for swing period, L: left
foot, R: right foot).(c) Feet positions relative to body.
(d) Feet and body positions relative to ground.d5F,3
dsB, 5
dsp, 7
= aB ts2,
= dsF,4,
= dSF,2,
d5F,4 aB ts2
dSF,6 = dsF,3
dsF,8 = dsF,1
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Body positions at each half step can be calculated from
Fig. 3.3.5.a or eq'n (3.3.18) as follows.
1
dB,1 = aB ts2 r
ds,3 = aB ts2,
4_2 ds,5 = 2 aB ,s,
23
d
'13,7=8aB is
1 4_2 dB,2 = aB ,s
dB,4=;aBts2
5
dB,6= i a B is
dB,8 = 3 aB ts2
and these positions are marked by black dots in Fig.3.3.5.d.
At these points one foot starts swing and the otherfoot ends
swing at the same time.
Foot positions relative to body at each half step can
be calculated from Fig. 3.3.5.d and these points aremarked
with black dots in Fig. 3.3.5.c.Eq'ns (3.3.21) and (3.3.22)
give the foot position relative to body.Therefore
1
BdsF,1 dsF,1 ds,1 = 8 aB ts2
1
BdsF,2 = dsF,2 - dB,2 = as ts2
1
aBts2 BdsF,3 = dsF,1 dsF,3 d13,3 4
B
"sF,4 =
A dsF,2 dsF,4 dB,4 4aBts2
B
"sF,5 = dsF,1 dsF,3 dsF,5 dB,5
A
4a B ts21
BdsF,6 = dsF,2 dsF 4 + d sF,6 dB,6 =4aB ts2
Bd
sF,7 = dsF,1dsF,3 disF,5 d sF,7 dB,7 = aB ts2
B
dsF,8 = dSF,2 dsF,4 dsF,6 dsF,8 dB,8 = 0
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In Fig. 3.3.5.c all forward strokes (upward in figure) and
all transition strokes are actually curves.
Next consider 0 = 0.75, N = 4 and J = 2 in Fig. 3.3.6
and 0 = 0.25, N = 4 and J = 2 in Fig. 3.3.7.To calculate
the swing distance, first calculate Aj from eq'ns (3.3.11),
(3.3.12) and (3.3.14), and Bj from eq'ns (3.3.9), (3.3.13)
and (3.3.15) for both 0 = 0.25 and 0.75 as follows.
3 2 7 2 Al aB -s, A2 = aB -s
1 2 1 2
A3= aB -s , A4 4 aB
A5 = A3 , A6 = A2
A7 = A1, A8 = 0
1 3
Bi = aB ts
2, B2 = aB is
1 2 1
B3 = aBis B4 = aB is
B5 = B4, B6 = B3
B7 = B2, B8 = B1
Foot placement of left foot numbered 3 with white dot
is chosen as the middle point of period B4 when only left
foot is on the ground.Connect the lines from this point to
center of boxes 3 and 4, then foot placements 2 and 4 areV
B
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Fig. 3.3.6.(a) Body velocity profile relative to ground
(J = 2, N = 4).(b) Gait diagram ((3 = 0.75 and shaded area
for support period and white area for swing period, L: left
foot, R: right foot).(c) Feet positions relative to body.
(d) Feet and body positions relative to ground (Shaded box
indicates body positions for both feet on the ground).VB
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Fig. 3.3.7.(a) Body velocity profile relative to ground
(J = 2, N = 4).(b) Gait diagram (13 = 0.25 and shaded area
for support period and white area for swing period, L:left
foot, R: right foot).(c) Feet positions relative to body.
(d) Feet and body positions relative to ground(White box
indicates body positions for both feet off the ground).76
found.Similar method is applied to find other foot
placements.Foot positions after each swing for both cases
are same as shown in Fig. 3.3.6.dand Fig. 3.3.7.d.
For 0 = 0.25 and 0.75, Aj, Bj and dsF,j have the same
values.Eq'ns (3.3.16) and (3.3.17) give the swing distance.
Odd numbers for j in this example are for left foot and even
numbers for j are for right foot.
5
2 dSF,1 32 aBts,
31
dsF,3 = aB
B
ts2,
dsF,5 = dsF,4,
dsF,7 = dSF,2,
5 2
dsF,2 =8as is
dsF,4 = aB ts2
dsF,6= dsF,3
dsF,8 = dsF,1
At the end of each half step body positions are
calculated from body velocity profile or eq'n (3.3.18) as
follows.
1
dB,1 aB is
2
8B
,
* 2
aB -s
di3,5 = 2 aB ts2,
87 2* d8,7 = aB ,s,
dB,2
dB,4
2 =i A B iss
3 2 = a
2
aB is
5
79
d8,6 =32
a
B
is2
11
d/3
,8=
4
a
B
is2
These positions are numbered on the body line in Fig. 3.3.6.d
and Fig. 3.3.7.d.
Eq'ns (3.3.21) and (3.3.22) give the foot position
relative to body for 0 = 0.25.BdsF,1 =-sF,1 dB,1
BdsFr2
= dsF,2 dB,2
=
=
1
32
1
as
as
4_2
"S
2 .1_
,s
=
1
BdsF,3 ds-,,
ri+ dsF,3 - d B,3 =8 -B
B 1 A
dsF,2d dB,4 = =
"sF,4 -sF,2 sF,4 B,4 8
a B t52
BA 1
= = aBts2 "sF,5 dsF,1 + dsF,3 + dsF,5 dB,S 8
BA
1-
1
"sF,6 = dsF,2 dsF,4 + dsF,6 6 - dB 6= a B t.s2
BA
...4. 7F ,-= dsFri + dsF,3 + dsF,5 + dsF,7 dB,7 = a B ts2
BA
"sF,8 = dsF,2 + dsF,4 +dsF,6 + dsF,8 dB,8 = 0
And eq'ns (3.3.19) and (3.3.20) give the foot position
relative to body for 13 = 0.75.
BA
"SF,1
BdsF,2
BdsF,3
BdsF,4
BdsF,5
BdsF,6
BdsF,7
BdsF,8
dsF,1
dsF,2
=
-sF,1
=dsF,2
=
-sF,1
= H
-sF,2
= H-sF,1
=dsF,2 dsF,4 dsF,6
1
- (dB,1 - Al) = a. t 2 8 s
11
(dB,2 A2) 32aB t S2
3
dsF,3 (dB,3A3) =8 asis2
3
dsF,4 (dB,4 A4) = 8 as is2
3
+ dsF,3 dsF,5 (dB,5 - A5) = aB is2
+d
11 2
sF,4 dsF,6 (dB,6A6) = 32 as is
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+ dsF,3 dsF,5 dsF,7 (dB,7 A7) =8as ts2
F 8- (dB,8 - A8) = 0
Foot positions relative to body are plotted in Fig. 3.3.6.c
and Fig. 3.3.7.c and all forward strokes (upward in figure)
and all transition strokes are actually curves.When 0 > 0.5
and both feet are on the ground, foot velocities relative to78
body should have same value.Hence the slopes of lines when
both feet are on the ground are the same in Fig. 3.3.6.c.
3.4Design Procedures
In order to get desired foot placement and body motion
with constraint equations shown in previous sections,
parameters in legged locomotion must be chosen properly.
First identify known parameters; then calculate remaining
parameters to achieve desired body motion and foot placement.
Known Parameters
Total distance body moves, dk, trajectory of each foot
for every swing, hF,j, horizontal component of acceleration
of foot, aF, horizontal component of body velocity, VB, and
number of half steps during transient period, J, are given.
Maximum leg stroke in By direction, (dun)maxfor any value of
BX and Bz is also known from the workspace (Chapter 2 and
Appendix C).
Parameters to be determined
Parameters to describe the velocity profile for body,79
aB, foot velocity,VF,duty factor, p, leg stroke, dUB, step
length, dSF, and step time, ts, for steady state must be
decided.For transient state dsF,j, aF,i andVF,iare
calculated from Section 3.3.
Procedures for Design
WhenVB,aFand (duB )max are known dUB has upper limit
from eq'n (3.2.9).
VB
duB duB )max aF
2
Therefore upper limit of duB,(duB)u, can be written
VR2
(duB)U = (duB)max
F
(3.2.9)
(3.4.1)
From eq'n (3.2.11) lower limit of K, KL, can be calculated
KL =
aF (dus)u
2
VB
(3.4.2)
Upper limit of p,pu, is obtained when M = 1 (Fig.
3.4.1).From eq'n (3.2.17) Pu can be calculated.
Pu = 1 + 2 KL - 2 \/KL(KL+ 1) (3.4.3)1
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Fig. 3.4.1.Design procedures from relationship of K,
M and 0 (in this case KL = 0.018 and shaded region shows
allowed values).
Therefore in Fig. 3.4.1 shaded region shows allowed values
for locomotion.As mentioned in Section 3.2 duty factors of
most animals are larger than 0.15 (Hildebrand 1977) as
indicated by thick line in Fig. 3.4.1.
In this shaded region pick an operating point, for
example point p in Fig. 3.4.1.Point p is defined by two out
of three variables and Kp and Mp.If Op and Kp are selected,
Mp can be calculated as follows from eq'n (3.2.15).
(1 - Op ) 2
MP 4 pp Kp
(3.4.4)If Pp and are selected, K p can be calculated
(1 - l3p )2
K 413pmp
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(3.4.5)
If Kp and Mp are selected, Pp can be calculated
Pp = 1 + 2 Kp Mp - 2NIKpMP(Kp Np + 1) (3.4.6)
Leg stroke, dull, is calculated from eq'n (3.2.11).
V2
duB aF Kp
During steady state step length is calculated
d
u
B
dsF=dsB
P6p
VFis calculated from eq'n (3.2.6).
VF 1-Pp
2VB[ -Nikip(M- 1)
(3.4.7)
(3.4.8)
(3.4.9)
Swing time, tw, is calculated from eq'n (3.1.2) as follows.
dsFVF tw
Step time is calculated as follows.
(3.4.10)tw
t
1 R
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(3.4.11)
Acceleration of body, aB, is calculated from eq'n (3.3.5).
aB = B is
2VB
(3.4.12)
From body velocity profile, Fig. 3.1.6.a, total traveled
distance, dk, can be expressed as follows.
dk=VB tk -
aB
2
VB
Solve for tk
t=
dk VB
k
VB aB
(3.4.13)
(3.4.14)
Therefore tk is calculated from above equation.Integer
number N is calculated from eq'n (3.3.1).
N = CEIL(ttk+ l3-
2
)
P
(3.4.15)
where the function CEIL gives the next larger integer if
fractional part is nonzero.
Since N must be an integer,VBand aB are adjusted.For
this purpose consider body velocity profile.From Section
3.3 tk andVBare expressed in eq'ns (3.3.1) and (3.3.5).83
tk = (N 10 - 421) is (3.3.1)
ts
VB 2 =JaB (3.3.5)
Therefore substitute eq'ns
(3.4.13) and simplify
1
dk=2 aBts2(N -1 0
(3.3.1) and
1, 1
2
1 - -
2
J)
(3.3.5) into eq'n
(3.4.16)
Distance body moves in a step during steady state is
expressed as follows from eq'n (3.3.5).
1 2
dsB= 2 J as -s
Substitute eq'n (3.4.17) into eq'n (3.4.16)
(3.4.17)
dkdss (N 1(3 -12-1 J) (3.4.18)
Solve for dsB
dk
dsB
1
N --1 , -211
(3.4.19)
Therefore new dsB is calculated from eq'n (3.4.19) using
N from eq'n (3.4.15).ThenVBis calculated from eq'n
(3.2.5)VB
d B
is
and aB is calculated from eq'n (3.3.5)
2VB
aBB is
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(3.4.20)
(3.4.21)
AfterVBis adjusted, new K is calculated from eq'n (3.2.11)
withduB13p ass
K
aF clsu
V
2
v B
New shape factor, M, is calculated from eq'n (3.4.4)
M=
(1 -
413p K
Then newVFis calculated from eq'n (3.2.4) with
tw = (1 - Op) is
CI
VF
2 B
[ MVM (M1)] tw
(3.4.22)
(3.4.4)
(3.2.4)
From transient analysis in Section 3.3, step distance
for each foot is calculated with 0 = pfrom
dsF,i A1-1 Al 2 Bj
(1 j N) (3.3.16)=sF,2N-j+1 dsF, 3
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(N < j .5.2 N) (3.3.17)
A.andB.are calculated as follows with (3 = (iP.
1)1 j J
A3 =
1
8 aB
ts2[4
la 1 i
- - (213-1)2]
B3 2
.
1
132-13 aBts2 1°-
ii) J < j N
1 1
A.3= at 2 J - 21 2 B s
=4
1
a B B3 . ts
2J (1 - 21p - il)
iii) N < j 2 N
Aj A2N- j
B = B2N+1-j
and Ao, A2N are 0.
(3.3.11)
(3.3.9)
(3.3.12)
(3.3.13)
(3.3.14)
(3.3.15)
In order to calculate the VF and aF for each step, swing
period for each step must be known.Most of the steps have86
swing period (1 - Op) ts.However when Pp0.5 swing period
of starting foot for first step and ending foot for last step
is 0.5 is from Fig. 3.3.1.
Foot step distance, dsr,i, and swing period, tw,i, have
been decided.Therefore if shape factor of foot velocity
profile for each swing, Mi, is same as M, then constant
velocity of foot in Fig. 3.1.6.b for each swing is calculated
from eq'n (3.1.9) as follows.
VF,j
2 ds
[M- VM (M - 1)
tw,j
(3.4.23)
And acceleration of foot for each swing, aF,j, is obtained
from eq'n (3.1.7) as follows.
4 M dsFA
aF,j 2
t,j
3.5.Examples
(3.4.24)
Two examples are presented; one is from measurement of
beetle locomotion (see Appendix D) and the other is from data
for the Adaptive Suspension Vehicle (ASV) reported by Pugh et
al. (1990).Example with beetle's data
Consider front leg with following values.
(C1,B)max = 18 mm, VB = 35.3 mm/s,
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aF= 5287 mm/s2
The values of (dial)maxiVB and aFare based on the results of
Chapter 2 and Appendix D.Assume J = 2 and dk = 540 mm, i.e.
30 times(dus)maxlfor convenience.In this example basic
units are millimeter and second.
Upper limit of duB is
(duB)u = 17.7643
Lower limit of K is
KL = 0.0133
Upper limit of 0 is
0u = 0.7946
(3.4.1)
(3.4.2)
(3.4.3)
These limits, KL and 0u, are marked in Fig. 3.5.1.Pick an
operating point, point p in Fig. 3.5.1, at Op = 0.75 and MD =
1.013 from data for front leg in Appendix D.Kp is
calculated from eq'n (3.4.5) as follows.1
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Fig. 3.5.1.Design procedures from relationship of K,
M and 0 with beetle's data (shaded region shows allowed
values).
K = 0.0206 (3.4.5)
The following parameters are calculated using the
procedure.
duB = 11.4602
dsB = dSF = 15.2803
VF = 253.664
tw = 0.1082
(3.4.7)
(3.4.8)
(3.4.9)
(3.4.10)is =
aB =
tk =
N =
0.4329
81.5493
15.7303
CEIL (36.5898)=37
89
(3.4.11)
(3.4.12)
(3.4.14)
(3.4.15)
New values of parameters are calculated with integer N.
dsB = dsF 15.1049 (3.4.19)
VB = 34.8950 (3.4.20)
aB = 80.6137 (3.4.21)
K = 0.0208 (3.4.22)
M = 1.0014 (3.4.4)
VF = 269.2186 (3.2.4)
Example with the ASV's data
The following values were extracted from datafor the
ASV in Close Maneuvering Mode (Pugh et al. 1990; Table 1,90
Table 3 and Fig. 7).
(dui:5) max= 2.032 m, VB = 0.73152 m/s, a F25 m/s2
J is assumed 0.43 from data for the ASV in Precision Footing
Mode (Pugh et al. 1990; Fig. 4) and dk is assumed 30 times
(dus) maxi.e. 60.96 m for convenience.In this example basic
units are meter and second.
Upper limit of duB is
(dus)u = 2.0106
Lower limit of K is
Kb = 0.0106
Upper limit of p is
RU = 0.8138
(3.4.1)
(3.4.2)
(3.4.3)
These limits, Kb and Pu, are marked in Fig. 3.5.2.
To pick an operating point, operating duty factor and
shape factor are estimated from data for the ASV.In this
thesis swing period is defined by period of forward motion of
foot during lifting relative to ground.Therefore tw is
about 0.63 second and is is about 2.35 second from data of
the ASV (Pugh et al. 1990; Fig.6, Fig. 7).Therefore13
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Fig. 3.5.2.Design procedures from relationship of K,
M and p with the ASV's data (shaded region shows
allowed values).
operating duty factor, is is 0.7319. To estimate operating
shape factor, first estimate F from eq'n (3.1.10) with
VF4.2062 m (Pugh et al. 1990; Fig. 7) and dSF = VB ts, i.e.
1.7191 m.
F = 0.7707 (3.1.10)
Therefore operating M is from eq'n (3.1.12)
Mp = 1.0971 (3.1.12)
K can be calculated from eq'n (3.4.5) as follows.KP= 0.0224
92
(3.4.5)
Operating point p is marked in Fig. 3.5.2.
The following parameters are calculated using the
procedure.
duB = 0.9566 (3.4.7)
dsB = dSF = 1.3069 (3.4.8)
VF = 4.2062 (3.4.9)
tw = 0.4790 (3.4.10)
is = 1.7866 (3.4.11)
aB = 1.9044 (3.4.12)
tk = 83.7175 (3.4.14)
N = CEIL (47.0899)= 48 (3.4.15)
New values of parameters are calculated with integer N.
dss=1.2819 (3.4.19)
VB=0.7175 (3.4.20)93
aB=1.8679 (3.4.21)
K=0.0219 (3.4.22)
M =1.1185 (3.4.4)
VF=3.0704 (3.2.4)
Experimental and calculated results for beetle and the
ASV are summarized in Table 3.5.1.In Table 3.5.1, values
calculated before adjustment for new N are presented since N
is changed by given dk.
Table 3.5.1.
Comparison between real and calculated data of locomotion.
variable
VB
Beetle (mm, second)
real calculated
35.3 -
ASV (m,
real
7.32 x 10-1
second)
calculated
-
K 2.06 x10-2 - 2.24 x 10-2 -
M 1.01 - 1.10 -
dSF 17.9 15.3 1.72 1.31
VF 274 254 4.21 4.21
tw 1.17 x10-11.08 x 10-16.3 x 10-14.79 x 10-1
is 4.67 x10-14.33 x 10-1 2.35 1.7994
4.SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY
Study of locomotion is still developing.There are
many areas to be studied further.Only areas related
directly to this thesis are discussed here.
This thesis deals with kinematic constraints on
horizontal components of velocity of body and feet.These
restrictions exclude turning but do not exclude travel on
sloping or uneven surfaces.Methods developed in this thesis
should be extended to locomotion along circles and arcs.
In this thesis only one pair of feet areconsidered;
thus only certain gaits can be accommodated.Therefore a
study of interference and cooperation between legs for multi
legged system is required.
Symmetrical trapezoidal velocity profiles for body and
feet are used and only non-pathological gaits areconsidered.
To have smoother transitions from transient to steady state
other shapes of velocity profile should be considered.
Analysis of pathological gaits should be done for the
situation of malfunctioning legs and negotiating obstacles.
Relationships between workspace of legs and obstacle
size and placement needs further study.
Four dimensionless numbers (F, M, K, G) with duty
factor, p, characterize locomotion.There may be optimum
values of these with respect to travel time, load, stability
and energy.Characterization of locomotion of a variety of95
animals may give some clues to develop designprocedures for
optimum parameters.
When 0 < 0.5 there are periods when thewalker has no
contact with the substrate.Dynamic effects must be
considered for a better model of these situations.96
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APPENDIX A
ANALYTICAL CLOSED FORM INVERSE KINEMATICSOLUTION FOR
GENERAL RRR SYSTEM
Inverse kinematic solutions are veryimportant to
analyze multilink robotic systems.From these solutions, the
desired joint displacements can be calculated fromthe
desired position of end-effector given in cartesian
coordinate system.However most of the kinematic equations
in robotic systems are highly nonlinear andcoupled.
Therefore it is common to use the numerical approach toget
inverse kinematic solutions.If an analytical closed form
solution is available in robotics, it can reduce the
processing time.
In this Appendix, an analytic inversekinematic
solution for the general 3 revolute system is presented(Fig.
A.1).For a given end-effector position, 3joint angles are
calculated.
The following notation will be used.
Chi = Cos Oi ,SOi = SinOi,Cai = Cos ai ,Sai = Sin ai
These equations are developed in chapter 2 (eq'n 2.1.2).
E CO1 + F SOi CP4x (A.])Z2
end-effector
Fig. A.1.General 3 revolute joint manipulator
E Sei - F Col Cp
4y
Q11 503 + Q12 CO3=R1
where
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(A.2)
(A.3)
E = a1 + Ce2(a2 + 3P4x CO3 3P4y SO3 )+SO2 Sat ( d3 +
3P
4z)
- SO2Ca2(3P4xSO3 + 3P4y CO3)
F = Sald2 +SalCa2(d3 +
3
P4 z )+
3P4yCal SO2 SO3
+SalSa2(3P4x503 +
3
P4yC°3)
- Cal [3P4yCO2 CO3 Ca2 + 502 ( a2 +
3
P4xCO3 )
+CalCO2 [ ( d3 +3P4z )Sat
Qii= k1 CO2 - k2 SO2
Q12= k4SO2+ k5CO2
R1= k7Ce2- k 8SO2
and
+k3
+ k6
+ k9
3
P4xCa2 S°3]ki
k2
k3
k4 =
k5
3
P4x
3p4y
3
P4x
Ca2 Sal
Sal
Cal Sa2
3
P4xSal
3
P4yCa2 Sal
3P4yCal Sa2
k7 (d3 + 3P4,) Sal
k8 a2Sal
k9
Sa2
P4zd2 Cal - (d3
3
P4z)Cal Ca2
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Equations (A.1) and (A.2) represent a circle andequation
(A.3), independent from 01, is a quartic curve.Square all 3
equations and simplify to get
where
and
Q21 S°3 + Q22CO3=R2
Q21 = m2 SO2 -m3CO2
Q22= In4 M5 SO2+ M6CO2
R2= 1117- 1118 CO2- m9SO2
ml
3D,
2( 3P4Xd2 Sa2 4ya2)
m2 = 2a1
3
P4x Ca2
M3= 2a1
3P4y
(A.4)104
m4 = 2 (3P4x a2 + 3P4y d2 Scc2 )
HIL5 =2a1
3
JDly Ca2
m6 = 2a13P4x
=c
P4 z
2cP
4x
2+cP4y
2-[ d22+2d2 (d3
3
P4 z )Ca2 a1
a2
2+ d3
2+2 d3
3
P4 z
3
P4x
2 3
P4y
2 3
+P4z
2
m8 = 2a 1 a 2
m9 = 2a1 (d3 3P4z ) Saz
Solve for SO3 and CO3 from eq'n (A.3) and eq'n (A.4), then
=
Q22R1 Q12 R2
Det
(A.5)
Q11 R2 Q21R1
CO3 = Det
whereDet = Q11 Q22 Q12 Q21
2
In order to eliminate 03, applyS032 + C032 = 1 and simplify
to make the equation a function of 02 only.The result is as
follows.
where
F12 + F22 =Det
2
Det
F1
CO2+112 SO2+113
2.--121 Ce2+122 se2+123
(A.6)F2 = 131CO2 + 132SO2+ 133
and
111ki M4+k3m6 k5m1 k6m3
112k6 M2k2m4k3M5 k4
113 k3 1114 k6m1+ M6+k5 M3
121=k6m8 k5m7+k7M4+k9ms
122k6 m9k4m7 k8m4-k9 M5
123k-m4k6M7+k5ma+k7 m6
131k1 M7-k3m8 k7m1 k9 1113
132 k8 ml k2m7 k31119 k9 1112
133=k3 m7 k9m+k7m3-k1m8
Rearrange the eq'n (A.6) with respect to82and simplify
C822 Q8+ W3 CO2 SO2 + W4 CO2 + W5 SO2 + W6= 0
wherew1=1212+1312-1112
W2=1222+1322-1122
W3= 2 (121
w4= 2(121
122 +
123 +
131 132
131 133
W5 -----2 (122123 + 132 133
w6=1232+1332-1132
105
(A.7)106
Now there are two options to express the 4th orderpolynomial
from eq'n (A.7).The first option is to express eq'n (A.7)
by only Sin 02 or Cos 02.The second option is to express
02
2 eq'n (A.7) by tan using the tangent half angle
relationship.Mathematically, there is no difference between
these two options.However, when we use Cardano's solution
(Kahaner et al. 1989) for the resolvent cubic equation (Beyer
1978) of the general quartic equation to get thenumerical
solution, the resolvent cubic equation is transformed to a
reduced form by variable substitution.This reduced cubic
equation can be ill conditioned.Therefore if we choose the
second option, the parameters of the reduced cubicequation
may be ill conditioned around02 = n, because tangent
function has discontinuties at ± i.Around this
discontinuty, nonacceptable errors occurred.Therefore, the
first option is a better choice.Apply sin202 = 1 - cos2 02
to eq'n (A.7), then the eq'n (A.7) will bequartic equation.
where
y
4+ay
3+by
2+cy+d= 0 (A.8)
y = Cos 02
a = 2(w1 w4 + w3 w5 - w2 w4)/e
b = [W42 + W52 - W32 - 2W22 (W1 W2 - W2 W6 + W1 w6)]/e
C = 2(W2 W4-I- W4 W6 - W3 w5)/eand
2 2+ 2
/ d = (w22 + w62-w52 1 ,...VI, 2.. 6 ) ,....
e =W12+w22+w32- 2 w1W2
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Equation (A.8) has the following resolvent cubic equation.
x3+ p x2 + q x+ r= 0
where p = -b
q = ac -4d
r = -a
2d + 4bd - c
2
(A.9)
Apply Cardano's solution for eq'n (A.9) and find thesolution
for eq'n (A.8).The possible solutions of the quartic eq'n
(A.8) can be all real, all complex or a combination ofthe
two.The real solutions of y are substituted back intoeq'n
(A.7) to find the values of Sin 02.Then, 02 is determined
by
02= Atan2 (Sin 02, Cos 02) (A.10)
The Q's, R's and Det in eq'n (A.5) are functions of known02.
Therefore03can be determined from
03 = Atan2 (Sin03,Cos 03) (A.11)108
Now 02 and 03 are known.Therefore E and F are known in
eq'ns (A.1) and (A.2).Solve for Sin 01 and Cos 01 in eq'ns
(A.1) and (A.2).Then 01 can be determined by
01 = Atan2 (Sin 01, Cos 01) (A.12)
A valid set of joint angles have been found if theysatisfy
the following ranges of joint displacements.
(el)min el (el)max
(e2)min 02 < (e2)max
(e3)min < 03 < (e3)max
(A.13)109
APPENDIX B
JACOBIAN MATRIX FOR GENERAL RRR SYSTEM
When we consider velocity or static forces ofthe
multiple linkage system, we need the matrix withpartial
derivatives of the kinematic equations with respect toeach
variable.This matrix, called the Jacobian, is very
important to design the control system and givesinformation
about the workspace from its conditionnumber.
For convenience, define
C-r CT,1T2
2T3
3
P4
Then the kinematic eq'n (2.1.2) in Chapter 2becomes
C c L4-P4 (B.1)
Here CL4 is a function of 0 1, 02and 03, and CP4 is a function
OfXB ,yBZB,
(1)1,4)2, 43and GP4x, GP4y and GP4zTherefore
there are 12 independent variables in eq'n (B.1).For
simplicity, define the following equations.
CL4=[1,12,13 14]
T
Cp r T
- 4 LV.1 P2 P3 Jwhere 14 = p4 = 1.
And equate components
il = pi 12 = p2 r 13 = p3
110
(B.2)
Using the chain rule, calculate differentials ofboth sides
in eq'n (B.2) with respect to independentvariables.First,
left sides of each equation in eq'n (B.2)have 3 independent
variables,i.e.
611
612
- 613
01,
=
02 and 03.Therefore,
all a 12 a 13
a 21 a 22 a23
a31 a32 a33-
601
002
- 003
(B.3)
Or
Oli
where ij O0i
ol, = A 60 (B.4)
where 61, and 60 are 3x1 column vectors and Ais a 3x3
matrix.111
Second, right sides of each equation in eq'n (B.2) have 9
independent variables.For convenience define new variables
as
Then
Or
X1 = XB X2 YB X3 = ZB
X4 = 4:11 x5 = 4)2 x6 = 4313
G, X7 =
GP4x X8 =.r4y X9 =
GP4z
Op2
_0p3
b11 b12b13 b14 b15b16b17 b18 b19
b21 b22b23b24b25 b26b27 b28 b29
b31b32b33b34 b35 b36b37 b38 b39
O where
Pi
= .
axj
oxi
5x2
ox3
ox5
6)%
ox7
6)(8
ox9
(B.5)
Op = B Ox (B.6)112
where by and Ox are 3x1 and 9x1 column vectors,
respectively, and B is a 3x9 matrix.
Then eq'n (B.4) and eq'n (B.6) should be same.
A 00 = B Ox
Premultiply both sides in above equation withA-1, then
00 = J-1 Ox (B.7)
where J-1 = A-1 B .
Dividing both sides in eq'n (B.7) by the differential time
element gives
= J 3;
J is the Jacobian matrix.In eq'n (B.7) there are 2
matrices to describe the inverse Jacobian matrix.The
elements of A and B matrices in the Jacobian matrix can be
calculated.Before describing the elements, define the
following notation.
Ci = Cos Oi ,Si = Sin Oi,Cai = Cos ai ,Sai = Sin ai113
The elements ofAandBmatrices in the Jacobian matrix are
as follows.
all = d2 C1 Sal al S1 a2 (C1 Cal S2 C2 S1)
d3 [C1 (C2 Ca1 Sa2 + Ca2 Sal) - S1 S2 Sa2]
-4-3P4x'4x[C1 (Sal S3 Sa2 - C2 Cal Ca2 S3 - Ca1 C3 S2)
- C2 C3 S1 Ca2 S1 S2 S3]
3P4y [C1 (Cal S2 S3 - C2 Ca, C3 Ca2 + C3 Sal Sa2)
+ S1 (C2 S3 C3 Ca2 S2)]
3
P4z [C1(C2 Cal Sa2 + Ca2 Sal) - S1 S2 Sa2]
a12= d 3 Sa 2(C1C2 -Ca1S1S2 )- a2 (C 1 S 2 C2Ca1S1
)
3P4x (Cal Ca2 S1 S2 S3 -C1 C2 Ca2 S3 - C1 C3 S2
- C2 Cal C3 Si)
3P4y [C1 (S2 S3 - C2 C3 Ca2)
+
3P4, Sa2 (C1 C2 Cal S1 S2)
+Cal S1(C2 S3 + C3 Ca2 S2)]
a 13
3P4x [S1 (Cal S2 S3C3 Sal Sa2) - C1 C2 S3
- C3 Ca2 (C1 S2 C2 Cal S1)]
+3p [C1 (Ca2 c
''4Y L"1k"."-"2 "2 "3 C2 C3)
S1 {Cal (C2 Ca2 S3 C3 S2) - Sal S3 Sa2} ]
a21 d2 S1 Sal + al C1 + a2 (C1 C2 - Cal S1 S2)
d3 [C1 S2 Sa2 + S1 (C2 Cal Sa2 + Ca2 Sal)]
3P4x [C1 (C2 C3 - Ca2 S2 S3)
3
- S1(C2 Cal Ca2 S3 Cal C3 S2 - Sal S3 Sa2)]
P4y I ..C1(C2 S3 C3 Ca2 S2)$s
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b14 = (C0 S4)3 + C43 So)[2 {YB c41 (xB S42zB 02)}
+ GP4, 01 02GP4y 01 + GP42 02 01]
b15= -2 XB [C0 (02 S(D3 03 42)
So (C42 03 SC S42 S43)]
+ 2 zB [C0 (02 0342 43 SC)
So (02 S4)303 02 SC)]
GP4X [CO (C42 03 S41C43 42)
So (02 C43 S41 S$2 S43)]
P4X [CO (CC CC SC S43 S41)
So (02 4303 42 SC)]
b16 = 2 XE [C0 (C42 S43C43 02 SC)
So (02 03S4)2 03 01)]
- 2 yB C41 (C0C43 - So S43)
- 2 ZB [C0(C42 C43 SCS42 03)
So (C42 S43 S41C43 SC)]
G
P4X [CO (C42S43C43 02 01)
+ So (02 C43 S42 S43 S41)]
GP4y C41 (C0 03So 03)
GP4z [C0 (C42 C43 SC + 02 03)
So (C42 03 S4103 S42)]
b17 = Co (C$2 C$3 + S$2 S$3 S$1) So (C$2 S$3 C$3 S$2 S$1)
b18 = C41 (C0 03 C43 SO)116
b19 = Co (C4SC S4 CC SC)So (CC CC SCSC SC)
b21=2[C0 Cao (CC SCCC SC SC)
+Cao So (42C43+ 02 03 01) -C41 Sao 02]
b22 2[Cao C41 (S0 S43 Co C43) Sao SC]
b23=-2[C0 Cao (C42 C43 S41 S42 S43)
Cao So (CC SC SCCC SC) CC C41 Sao]
b24 2[xB {Cao C41 SC (S0 S43Co CC) Sao S42 S411
+ yB {Cao SC (C0 CCSo SC) C4Sao}
+ zB {Cao C42 CC (S0 S43 Co C43) C42 Sao 01}]
GP4x [Cao C41 s4(C0 CCSo SC)Sao SC SC]
GP4y [can 01 (so S43 - co C43) - 01 Sao]
GP4z [Cao C4C41 (C0 CCSo SC)CC Sao SC]
b25 = -2 [xB {Co Cao (C42 C43SC + SC S43)
-Cao So (C42 SC SC - C43S42) + C42 C41 Sao}
+ zB {Co Cao (C42 S43 - C$302 SC)
+ Cao So (CC C4)3 + SC03 S41) - C41 Sao 021]
+ Gp4, [C0 Cao (C42CC SC + SC S43)
- Cao So(CC SC SCCC SC)CC CC Sao]
+ GP4, [C0 Cao (C42 s43 -03 s42 SC)
+ Cao So (C4C$3 + SC SC SC)CC Sao SC]
b26 = 2 [xB {C0 Cao (C42 C43SC SC S41)117
- Cao So (C42 SC C43 S42 S41)}
+ y8 C41 Cao (Co SC + CC So)
+ z8 {Co Cao (CC S43 s(1)1CC S42)
+ Cao So (02 C43 SC + SC S43)1]
-GP4, [Co Cao (C42 C43 + SC S43 SC)
- Cao So (02SC - CC S4SC) ]
-GP4y Cao c41 (Co S43 + 03 So)
GP4z [Co Cao (C43 SC - c42 S43 SC)
- Cao So (0203 s41SC SC)]
b27 = Co Cao (03 S$2 S$1 - 02 S$3)
Cao so (C$2 C$3S42 S43 SC) + C41 Sao s42
b28 = Cao C41 (Co C43 - So S43) - Sao S41
b29 = co Cao (C42 C43 S$1 S$2 S43)
Cao so (C4s(1)3 sal - 03 54)2) + 02 C41 Sao
b31 = 2 [Co Sao (C43 SC S41 - C42 S43) - Cao C41S$2
- So Sao (C$2C$3 S$2 S$3 S$1)]
b32 = 2 [01 Sao (Co C43 - So SC) + Cao 01]
b33 = 2[Co Sao (C42 C43 S41 S42 S43) - Cao c42 C41
- So Sao (C$2S$3 s4- C$3 S$2)]
b34 = 2[XB {01 Sao SC (Co C43 So S43) Cao SC S41}118
+ YB {Sao s(1)1(so s43 Co C43) + Cao C$1}
+ ZB C(1)2{04)1 Sao (C0 C4)3 So SC) + Cao S$1} ]
+ GP4x [C41 Sao S42 (S0S43 Co C43) Cao s42 01]
GP4y [Sa0 S4(Co - S0 S43) Cao C41]
GP4z C42 [C41 Sao (S0S43- Co C43) - CaoS41]
b35 = 2[xB {Co Sao (C42 C43 SCS42 S43) - Cao 02 01
- So Sao (C42S43 - C43 S42)}
ZB {C0 Sao (C42 S43 - C4302 S41) Cao 01 S42
So Sao (C$2 C$3 + S$2 S$3 S$1)1]
-GP4x [C0 Sao (C42 C43 + S$2 S43) - Cao C$2 C41
- S0 Sao (C42S43 S41 - C43 S42)]
+ GP4x [C0 Sao (C43 S$2 Sck1 - C42 S43) - Cao C41
- So Sao (C42C43 + S42 S43 SC)]
b36 = -2 [xB {C0 Sao (C42 C43 +S42SC S41)
- So Sao (C42S43 - C43 S42 01) }
YB C41 Sa0 (CO SCCC SO)
ZB {C0 Sao (C42 S43 S41 - C43S42)
+ So Sao (C42 C43 01 4- S42 03)1]
GP4x [C0 Sao (02 03 S$3 SC)
- So Sao (02S4i3- 03 02 SC)]
GP4y C41 Sa0 (C0 SC03 S0)
Gn [C0 i, 4z 10
cry (C42SA3 S41C43 SC)
So Sao (C42 C43 + S$2 S43)]
b37 = Co Sao (02 S4 3 C4 3 02 S41) Cao C41 02119
+ soSao(0431204)3 + SC S4SC)
b38 = CC Sao (S0 03 Co C4)3) Cao S41
b39 = - Co Sao (02 03 S41 + 02 03) + Cao 02 C41
+ So Sao (02 S43 01 C43 S42)120
APPENDIX C
ALGORITHM FOR EDGE DETECTION FOR ARBITRARYCLOSED
LOOP CONTOUR
In two dimensional space itis not simple to find the
border line of an arbitrary shapewhich is defined indirectly
by a functional relationship.For example, a circle is
defined by a circle equation and an n-polygon canbe defined
by line equations.In computer vision systems, forexample,
a shape can beobtained by setting the threshold value for
each pixel of an image to resultin only two values, 1 or 0,
in the picture field.The border line of the shape relates
to the threshold value and isdefined indirectly.In multi-
link systems, kinematic equations express arelationship
between a point in Cartesian space and aset of joint angles,
not between border line of workspaceand sets of joint
angles.The only indication of the border is thatsolutions
become imaginary.One solution is to search the whole space
but this is very inefficient.Therefore, we need to develop
a more efficientalgorithm.
An arbitrary plane curve can beapproximated by tiny
straight lines.The following describes a method tofind
these small segments.
Assume there is an arbitrary closed curvein base
coordinate system "B" on a plane (Fig. C.1).Also assume121
that there is a function which is true for apoint inside the
curve and false for a pointoutside.For example, the
inverse kinematic solution is real inside andimaginary
B
Y
given domain
Fig. C.1.Illustration of line search in given
domain.Black and white dots indicate positive and
negative sign respectively.
outside of the workspace.Here positive is used instead of
true and negative instead of false.
In order to find border line of anarbitrary shape, we
must find at least one edge point ofborder line first.For
this purpose, divide given domain with verticaland
horizontal lines and check sign of grid pointsalong vertical
line or horizontal line until we have differentsigns for two122
consecutive grid points (Fig. C.1).If we have different
sign for two consecutive grid points, forexample, points 1
and 2 or 4 and 5 along
By direction in Fig. C.1,there is an
edge point between these two points.Apply bisection method
(Chapra and Canale 1985) between these twopoints until the
desired accuracy is obtained.The edge point found is first
and last contour point since shape hasclosed contour.If we
fail to find a edge point with givendomain, then reduce the
grid size or change the domain and applyline search again.
Point D of the triangle in Fig. C.2.a isplaced at the
first contour point; the origin of thecoordinate system "t"
is also at point D.This triangle will rotate in CCW
(counter-clockwise) or CW (clockwise) directionwith respect
to point D and can move along the curvein CCW or CW
direction.Therefore the relationship between "B" and"t"
coordinate systems can be written by 3x3 homogeneous
transformation matrix as (see Fig. C.2.b)
BTt
Cos a -Sin a;
Sin a Cos a Dy
0 0 1
(C.1)
where a is angle between Bx andtx axes, and DX, Dy are vector
components of point D in "B" coordinate system.When the
position of point D and angle a are known, anypoint in "t"
coordinate system can be expressed in "B"coordinate system.BY
B
Y'
DY
(a)
BX
DX
(b)
dy
Fig. C.2.Planar geometrical relationship of a
rotating searching triangle on a line ofarbitrary
shape.
123
tx124
To check whether a point isinside this triangle or not
the following method is used.In Fig. C.3 the point P can
(a) (b)
Fig. C.3.Geometrical relationship whether a pointis
inside (a) or outside (b) of a triangle.
be placed anywhere on the plane.Vectors Pa, Pb and Pc can
be drawn from point P to each vertexof triangle.Calculate
vector cross products as follows.
Pa x Pb
Pb X Pc
(C.2)
Pc x Pa
Each vector cross product in eq'n (C.2)yields a positive or
negative vector along Bz direction.If any vector cross
products in eq'n (C.2) are negative, thenpoint P is outside
of triangle in Fig. C.3.125
To describe the ending criterion ofsearching
algorithm, assume point P is the first contour point (also
last contour point) which is found by line searchand
triangle moves along the border line of arbitrary shape.It
is necessary to check whether the first contour pointis
inside or outside of the triangle at each move.When first
contour point is inside or on the edge oftriangle, triangle
is close to first contour point and searching can bestopped.
Therefore this ending criterion can be used in contour
searching algorithm for closed loop.
Points along the contour can now be found.Point D of
triangle is at first contour point; put point A oftriangle
in opposite direction of line search direction, i.e. if
direction of line search is in positiveBy direction, then
the point A is downward and angle a is ± 7r.Next traversing
direction for triangle along curve should be chosen; from
this direction, rotation direction of triangle aboutpoint D
can be decided.The description below assumes CCW direction
is chosen for traverse along curve and test check whether
point A is inside the curve.
1.Determine sign (inside +; outside -) for point A.
If point A has "+" value, then rotate triangle
angle -da about point D (Dx°, Dy°) in base
coordinate system.If A has "-" value rotate
triangle +da.126
2.Calculate BTt (eq'n C.1) with new a.
3.Check whether the first contour pointis inside the
new triangle (eq'n C.2).If it is inside or on
the edge of the triangle, then quitsearching,
else continue.
4.If sign of point A is not changed, repeatfrom step
1.If sign is changed, then perform bisection
method between current and previouspositions
until desired accuracy is obtained.Then, new
contour point is obtained.
5.Draw a line from previous contourpoint to new
contour point.Move triangle to the new contour
point, (DXN, DyN) in base coordinate system, and
align the ty axis with vector from previouspoint
to new point.Calculate the angle di from
following equation.
IF
aN= Atan2 (D
Y
N- Dy
O
,Dx
N- Dx0
)---i (C.3)
Then, calculate new transformation matrixBTt.
6.Repeat step 3; then continue with step 7.127
7.Repeat from step 1 for next contour point.The a°,
N
Dx
oand D
0should be replaced by the a
N
, and D N
which are obtained in step 5.
If CW direction is chosen for traverse alongthe curve, then
the signs in step 1 should be changed toopposite sign.
In order to understand the algorithm, assumepoint A
has "-" sign in Fig. C.4.Therefore, triangle ABC rotates
CCW Search direction
B2
A
( )
Bisection method between
A and Al along this line
Fig. C.4.Illustration of rotation search.
angle da in CCW direction about point D andmakes new
triangle A1B1C1.Check whether first contour point is inside
of the triangle A1B1C1 or not.Assume the first contour
point is outside of this triangle and point Al has"+" sign.
Apply bisection method to find contour, i.e.point D2.Draw
line from point D to point D2 and move triangle A1B1C1to128
triangle A2B2C2.Check whether first contour point isinside
triangle A2B2C2 or not.
If point P in Fig. C.4 is first contourpoint of closed
loop, then it is outside all 3 trianglesand search will
continue.To prevent this situation, use smallvalue of da
to reduce area of the triangle AA1G orchoose another point
instead of point A.First option is not perfect, because we
can't eliminate the area totally.Point E on the ty axis in
Fig. C.2.a is the candidate for the secondoption; the
problem is how to choose the distance e.Point G in Fig. C.5
is a possible candidate.However, if a contour point found
by bisection method between points Go and G1is close to
point Go, then the area of black triangle GHIis not tested
because triangle ABC moves to triangle A2B2C2.Therefore
distance e should be less than the length of DG.If the
point E in Fig. C.5 is used for rotation searchinstead of
point A, then triangle GHI in Fig. C.5 andtriangle AA1G in
Fig. C.4 do not exist.Then the distance e can be obtained
as follows (see Fig. C.5).
and
dx dx
g = f di = (dy - e)
e <
da
tan
2
(C.4)
(C.5)129
Fig. C.5.Determination of point E from geometry.
Substitute eq'n (C.4) into eq'n (C.5) and solve for e
e
dx dy
<
da
dx + dy tan
(C.6)
Therefore in every step of the procedure E is usedinstead of
A.
If shape of the curve has sharp corners or slender
areas (Fig. C.6), then the chosenda may not be adequate;
the algorithm must be modified to handle theseproblems.In
rotation search, total rotation angle of point E at a contour
point should not be bigger than IT except at thefirst contour130
Fig. C.6.Examples of shapes with edges difficult to
detect.
point.First contour point is special since approximate
tangent line is not known.For example, in Fig. C.7 point P
is obtained by line search and triangle needs torotate more
than n.The maximum total rotation angle is 2n at thefirst
contour point.After aligning ty with the line drawn between
previous and current contour points with D at currentcontour
point, the next contour point should be foundwithin total
rotation of n.If the sum of the angle step da reaches this
limit value (total rotation angle), then reducethe value of
CCW direction
CCW direction
Fig. C.7.Total rotation angle at the first contourpoint.131
da and restart rotation search.
Thus da can become very small; whenthis happens
testing for first contour point after everymovement of
triangle requires lots of calculation.Speed can be
increased by checking for the first contourpoint only after
moving to the new contour point andaligning ty axis with new
approximate tangent line.
If number of contour points reachesthe maximum number,
then these data are plotted.If first contour point has not
been passed, then increase maximum numberof data points.If
first contour point has been passed, thenchoose line search
parameters which give first contourpoint on a smooth region
of the curve and try again.There is a trade off between
calculation speed and accuracy of curve.The flow chart of
the algorithm described above is in Fig. C.8.
If it is necessary to check whether othercontours
exist inside the contour which has beenfound, a slight
modification of the algorithm can be used.After finding
outside contour, find maximum and minimum valuesin x and y
directions.Apply line search to this domain.Whenever a
contour point is found, this point must becompared with all
points of previous contour to check if it is new.If it is
too close to a point of the previous contourit is rejected
as not new.If a new contour point is found, then use
algorithm as above to trace new contour.
The area of any closed contour can becalculated from
following equation (Vawter 1982).I
Data Input
dx, dy, da and
possible domain
of workarea
1....1 Bisection Method
N Desired Accuracy?
fY
Line Search
in possible
Domain of
workarea
Sign change?
Memorize the
first contour
point(Px,Py) and
° :Dx= Px
D := P
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e from eq'n (C.6)
Put triangle
at the first
contour point:
a°a :- _-n
aI :- _-it
da/ := da
Calculate the BIt
from eq'n (C.1)
Update the values:
a°:= aN
aI:= aN
da:= da I
Dx° := D
D := D yN
N
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(da)suri :=
r-±
Check sign value
of point E
Rotate
triangle da in
CW direction:
aN:= a°- da
L
Rotate
triangle da in
CCW direction:
ati:= a°da
Calculate the BTt
from eq'n (C.1)
:Check whether the first'
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:of triangle or not from'y
'eq'n (C.2)
1
1 N
Y Sign change is
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Bisection Method
N Desired Accuracy?
Y,
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point(DxN,DyN)
Calculate new aN
from eq'n (C.3)
Align triangle
with new aN
Calculate the 21t
from eq'n (C.1)
(da)sum:= (da)sum+ da
[( da) > (da)
ummax sum
N
da := da/2 cx a'
da < (da)
Check whether the first
contour point is inside
of triangle or not from
eq'n (C.2)
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Y
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I
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Fig. C.8.Searching algorithm to find the contour for an
arbitrary curve in 2-D using triangle along the curvein CCW
direction.1
AREA = 2
N
/{ Xi + 1Xi) (yi +1 +yi )
i =--1
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where xN + 1 .s-x1,YN +1a y1 and x and y are vectorcomponents
of the contour data points in basecoordinate system.
The accuracy of the contour and area ofarbitrary shape
depends on size of triangle, length eand the accuracy in
bisection method.134
APPENDIX D
DETERMINATION OF SHAPE FACTOR M FROMMEASUREMENTS OF
WALKING BEETLE
The shape factor, M, can bedetermined from eq'n
(3.1.12).
F2
M =2 F - 1
(3.1.12)
F in eq'n (3.1.12) can becalculated from eq'n (3.1.10) when
VF, dsF and ts,, are known.
F
VF VF
(2dsF) ( VF ) max
)
(3.1.10)
Therefore VF, dSF and tw must be known todecide M.
Dr. Becky L. Fichter of theEntomology Department at
O.S.U. took video tape of a beetlewalking on a treadmill
using a stereoscopic vision system.The playback unit
displays 60 pictures per second.Positions of feet relative
to body were calculated from eachpicture.Only the
horizontal component of foot position isneeded to calculate
VF.Also VF in eq'n (3.1.10) is relative toglobal
coordinate system, hence body velocityis required.135
Horizontal component of foot positionrelative to body
in each frame is plotted during onetypical step in Fig. D.1,
D.2 and D.3 for front, middleand hind legs respectively.
Body velocity relative to globalcoordinate system is plotted
in Fig. D.4.Table D.1 shows VF, dsF, tw, F, M and aF.
Calculation procedures for front leg aregiven below.Swing
period for front leg is indicated by framenumbers from 66 to
73 in Fig. D.1.Therefore ts, can be calculated asfollows.
1
tw7 x 60 =0.117
Step length is
105
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Foot position
(mm)
85
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65
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55
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Frame number
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Fig. D.1.Horizontal component of foot position for
front leg relative to body in eachframe.Distances
magnified 3.387x.Foot position
(mm)
65
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55
50
45
40
35
30
25
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Fig. D.2.Horizontal component of footposition for
middle leg relative to body ineach frame.Distances
magnified 3.387x.
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Fig. D.3.Horizontal component of foot positionfor
hind leg relative to body in eachframe.Distances
magnified 3.387x.50
45
40
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Frame number
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Fig. D.4.Body velocity relative to globalcoordinate
system.
dsF
100
3.387
- 53.5+ 35.3 x 0.117
First term in right hand side indicatesdistance foot moves
relative to body during swing period fromFig. D.I.In
second term body velocity (from Fig. D.4)multiplied by swing
time gives distance body moves relative toglobal coordinate
system during swing period.
Slope of near straight line between framenumbers 68
and 70 gives foot velocity relative tobody.Therefore VF
can be calculated asfollows.
VF
91 - 64
-I-35.3
F 3.387x60 "138
Therefore F can be calculated from eq'n(3.1.10) and M
can be calculated fromeq'n (3.1.12).aF can be calculated
from eq'n (3.1.7).
4 M dsF
aF t.,
2
Table D.1.
(3.1.7)
Calculation of shape factor, M, from locomotionof
beetle.
SWING FRAME NO.
SWING TIME tw (sec)
STEP LENGTH dsF
(mm)
FRONT
66-73
0.117
17.86
MIDDLE
52-60
0.133
15.50
HIND
69-78
0.15
17.42
FOOT VELOCITYVF
(mm/sec)
274.4 161.7 134.6
F (Eq'n 3.1.10) 0.899 0.694 0.580
M (Eq'n 3.1.12) 1.013 1.242 2.112
aF (Eq'n 3.1.7) 5287 4353 6540